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Introduction to the yearly horoscope

Astrology has always been a means of keeping the pulse on the shifting energies and
phases both in the lifecycle of an individual and society. When considering a yearly
horoscope, we examine the impact of transiting distant planets on the Natal Chart.

Jupiter reveals what areas of your life may be expanded, where you may be more lucky,
and where you may experience growth in higher understanding, travel or in confidence.

For example, when Jupiter makes a transit over your Midheaven, this may be the year
lucky breakthroughs have a greater impact through your career. Also, we consider the
signs involved in the transit. If Jupiter enters a new sign, it can bring additional expansion
and growth to this sign’s focus. Thus, with Jupiter entering Aquarius, you may connect
with influential but also unusual people who help you make dramatic changes.

Saturn’s transits suggest areas that need greater discipline or where restrictions. If Saturn
transits your Fourth House, you may have to deal with limitations in your housing situation
and the lesson may be to find greater security in your home and family during this time.

The sign is also considered, so Saturn entering the sign of Taurus, for example, can present
harsh lessons related to boundaries, finances and even health.

Uranus is the planet of surprises. You can see what unexpected twists and turns lie ahead
by examining Uranus’s transits. If Uranus transits your Seventh House, for example,
expect the unexpected and be open to change in love and partnerships.

Where are you setting traps for yourself through illusions or wishful thinking? Neptune’s
transits can show where you may be deceiving yourself. Neptune transiting the Second
House can reveal a need for deeper healing so that you don’t fall prey to financial scams or
distractions that cost you.

Pluto shows where you need to make deeper changes and let go of something in order to
find power. If Pluto is transiting your First House, you’ll be challenged to face deeper
fears about your identity and undergo dramatic transformation.
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You can glimpse the Karmic issues the year ahead brings by exploring the path of the
Lunar Node, which shows how you are being compelled to move forward. The Lunar
Node transiting your Fifth House may summon your latent creativity and encourage
playful competition, which helps you serve your purpose in the long run.
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Your birth planets and aspects
Planet 1 Position Aspect  Orb Planet 2
Q (Sun) 12 ;29'k q (conjunction) 1;37' E (Mercury)
Q (Sun) 12 ;29'k t (sextile) 0;54' Y (Jupiter)
Q (Sun) 12 ;29'k r (square) 2;32' ` (Lilith)
Q (Sun) 12 ;29'k t (sextile) 5;43' X (Midheaven)

W (Moon) 26 ;43'g q (conjunction) 6;12' T (Mars)
W (Moon) 26 ;43'g u (sesqui-quadrate) 1;40' Y (Jupiter)
W (Moon) 26 ;43'g o (quincunx) 1;30' O (Neptune)
W (Moon) 26 ;43'g r (square) 5;28' P (Pluto)
W (Moon) 26 ;43'g e (trine) 0;2' C (Ceres)
W (Moon) 26 ;43'g e (trine) 0;59' N (Vesta)
W (Moon) 26 ;43'g r (square) 6;8' Z (Ascendant)

E (Mercury) 14 ;7'k q (conjunction) 1;37' Q (Sun)
E (Mercury) 14 ;7'k t (sextile) 0;43' Y (Jupiter)
E (Mercury) 14 ;7'k u (sesqui-quadrate) 2;12' U (Saturn)
E (Mercury) 14 ;7'k r (square) 0;54' ` (Lilith)
E (Mercury) 14 ;7'k t (sextile) 4;5' X (Midheaven)

R (Venus) 7 ;25'j r (square) 5;58' Y (Jupiter)
R (Venus) 7 ;25'j w (opposition) 6;5' U (Saturn)
R (Venus) 7 ;25'j e (trine) 6;30' I (Uranus)
R (Venus) 7 ;25'j t (sextile) 5;13' P (Pluto)
R (Venus) 7 ;25'j q (conjunction) 0;4' { (True Lunar

Node)
R (Venus) 7 ;25'j w (opposition) 1;18' B (Juno)
R (Venus) 7 ;25'j q (conjunction) 0;35' (Pholus)
R (Venus) 7 ;25'j t (sextile) 4;33' Z (Ascendant)
T (Mars) 2 ;56'h q (conjunction) 6;12' W (Moon)
T (Mars) 2 ;56'h o (quincunx) 1;36' U (Saturn)
T (Mars) 2 ;56'h o (quincunx) 2;1' I (Uranus)
T (Mars) 2 ;56'h r (square) 0;44' P (Pluto)
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Planet 1 Position Aspect  Orb Planet 2
T (Mars) 2 ;56'h r (square) 0;27' V (Pallas)
T (Mars) 2 ;56'h r (square) 0;4' Z (Ascendant)

Y (Jupiter) 13 ;23'z t (sextile) 0;54' Q (Sun)
Y (Jupiter) 13 ;23'z u (sesqui-quadrate) 1;40' W (Moon)
Y (Jupiter) 13 ;23'z t (sextile) 0;43' E (Mercury)
Y (Jupiter) 13 ;23'z r (square) 5;58' R (Venus)
Y (Jupiter) 13 ;23'z r (square) 5;53' { (True Lunar

Node)
Y (Jupiter) 13 ;23'z o (quincunx) 1;38' ` (Lilith)
Y (Jupiter) 13 ;23'z e (trine) 4;48' X (Midheaven)

U (Saturn)> 1 ;19'a u (sesqui-quadrate) 2;12' E (Mercury)
U (Saturn)> 1 ;19'a w (opposition) 6;5' R (Venus)
U (Saturn)> 1 ;19'a o (quincunx) 1;36' T (Mars)
U (Saturn)> 1 ;19'a t (sextile) 0;24' I (Uranus)
U (Saturn)> 1 ;19'a e (trine) 0;52' P (Pluto)
U (Saturn)> 1 ;19'a w (opposition) 6;10' { (True Lunar

Node)
U (Saturn)> 1 ;19'a e (trine) 2;4' V (Pallas)
U (Saturn)> 1 ;19'a q (conjunction) 4;46' B (Juno)
U (Saturn)> 1 ;19'a e (trine) 1;32' Z (Ascendant)
I (Uranus) 0 ;55'x e (trine) 6;30' R (Venus)
I (Uranus) 0 ;55'x o (quincunx) 2;1' T (Mars)
I (Uranus) 0 ;55'x t (sextile) 0;24' U (Saturn)
I (Uranus) 0 ;55'x q (conjunction) 5;42' O (Neptune)
I (Uranus) 0 ;55'x t (sextile) 1;16' P (Pluto)
I (Uranus) 0 ;55'x e (trine) 6;34' { (True Lunar

Node)
I (Uranus) 0 ;55'x t (sextile) 1;56' Z (Ascendant)
I (Uranus) 0 ;55'x u (sesqui-quadrate) 2;17' X (Midheaven)

O (Neptune) 25 ;12'z o (quincunx) 1;30' W (Moon)
O (Neptune) 25 ;12'z q (conjunction) 5;42' I (Uranus)
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Planet 1 Position Aspect  Orb Planet 2
O (Neptune) 25 ;12'z r (square) 1;42' M (Chiron)
O (Neptune) 25 ;12'z e (trine) 7;0' X (Midheaven)

P (Pluto) 2 ;12'l r (square) 5;28' W (Moon)
P (Pluto) 2 ;12'l t (sextile) 5;13' R (Venus)
P (Pluto) 2 ;12'l r (square) 0;44' T (Mars)
P (Pluto) 2 ;12'l e (trine) 0;52' U (Saturn)
P (Pluto) 2 ;12'l t (sextile) 1;16' I (Uranus)
P (Pluto) 2 ;12'l t (sextile) 5;17' { (True Lunar

Node)
P (Pluto) 2 ;12'l q (conjunction) 1;11' V (Pallas)
P (Pluto) 2 ;12'l q (conjunction) 0;40' Z (Ascendant)

{ (True Lunar
Node)

7 ;30'j q (conjunction) 0;4' R (Venus)

{ (True Lunar
Node)

7 ;30'j r (square) 5;53' Y (Jupiter)

{ (True Lunar
Node)

7 ;30'j w (opposition) 6;10' U (Saturn)

{ (True Lunar
Node)

7 ;30'j e (trine) 6;34' I (Uranus)

{ (True Lunar
Node)

7 ;30'j t (sextile) 5;17' P (Pluto)

{ (True Lunar
Node)

7 ;30'j w (opposition) 1;23' B (Juno)

{ (True Lunar
Node)

7 ;30'j q (conjunction) 0;30' (Pholus)

{ (True Lunar
Node)

7 ;30'j t (sextile) 4;37' Z (Ascendant)

M (Chiron) 23 ;30'j r (square) 1;42' O (Neptune)
` (Lilith) 15 ;2'g r (square) 2;32' Q (Sun)
` (Lilith) 15 ;2'g r (square) 0;54' E (Mercury)
` (Lilith) 15 ;2'g o (quincunx) 1;38' Y (Jupiter)
` (Lilith) 15 ;2'g e (trine) 1;7' (Eros)
C (Ceres) 26 ;45'l e (trine) 0;2' W (Moon)
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Planet 1 Position Aspect  Orb Planet 2
C (Ceres) 26 ;45'l q (conjunction) 0;57' N (Vesta)
V (Pallas) 3 ;23'l r (square) 0;27' T (Mars)
V (Pallas) 3 ;23'l e (trine) 2;4' U (Saturn)
V (Pallas) 3 ;23'l q (conjunction) 1;11' P (Pluto)
V (Pallas) 3 ;23'l e (trine) 2;42' B (Juno)
V (Pallas) 3 ;23'l q (conjunction) 0;31' Z (Ascendant)
B (Juno)> 6 ;6'a w (opposition) 1;18' R (Venus)
B (Juno)> 6 ;6'a q (conjunction) 4;46' U (Saturn)
B (Juno)> 6 ;6'a w (opposition) 1;23' { (True Lunar

Node)
B (Juno)> 6 ;6'a e (trine) 2;42' V (Pallas)
B (Juno)> 6 ;6'a w (opposition) 1;53' (Pholus)
N (Vesta) 27 ;42'l e (trine) 0;59' W (Moon)
N (Vesta) 27 ;42'l q (conjunction) 0;57' C (Ceres)

(Pholus) 8 ;0'j q (conjunction) 0;35' R (Venus)
(Pholus) 8 ;0'j q (conjunction) 0;30' { (True Lunar

Node)
(Pholus) 8 ;0'j w (opposition) 1;53' B (Juno)
(Eros) 13 ;54'l e (trine) 1;7' ` (Lilith)

Z (Ascendant) 2 ;52'l r (square) 6;8' W (Moon)
Z (Ascendant) 2 ;52'l t (sextile) 4;33' R (Venus)
Z (Ascendant) 2 ;52'l r (square) 0;4' T (Mars)
Z (Ascendant) 2 ;52'l e (trine) 1;32' U (Saturn)
Z (Ascendant) 2 ;52'l t (sextile) 1;56' I (Uranus)
Z (Ascendant) 2 ;52'l q (conjunction) 0;40' P (Pluto)
Z (Ascendant) 2 ;52'l t (sextile) 4;37' { (True Lunar

Node)
Z (Ascendant) 2 ;52'l q (conjunction) 0;31' V (Pallas)
X (Midheaven) 18 ;12'h t (sextile) 5;43' Q (Sun)
X (Midheaven) 18 ;12'h t (sextile) 4;5' E (Mercury)
X (Midheaven) 18 ;12'h e (trine) 4;48' Y (Jupiter)
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Planet 1 Position Aspect  Orb Planet 2
X (Midheaven) 18 ;12'h u (sesqui-quadrate) 2;17' I (Uranus)
X (Midheaven) 18 ;12'h e (trine) 7;0' O (Neptune)
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Your birth houses
House Position

1 2;52'l (Sagittarius)
2 4;42'z (Capricorn)
3 11;42'x (Aquarius)
4 18;12'c (Pisces)
5 18;33'a (Aries)
6 12;38's (Taurus)
7 2;52'd (Gemini)
8 4;42'f (Cancer)
9 11;42'g (Leo)
10 18;12'h (Virgo)
11 18;33'j (Libra)
12 12;38'k (Scorpio)
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Your planets in the houses
Planet House

Q (Sun) 11
W (Moon) 9
E (Mercury) 12
R (Venus) 10
T (Mars) 9
Y (Jupiter) 2
U (Saturn) 4
I (Uranus) 2
O (Neptune) 2
P (Pluto) 12
{ (True Node) 10
M (Chiron) 11
` (Lilith) 9
C (Ceres) 1
V (Pallas) 1
B (Juno) 4
N (Vesta) 1

(Pholus) 10
(Eros) 1
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Introduction to Jupiter's yearly transits

Jupiter’s annual transits show where your life will expand. Jupiter can point to lucky
breaks and long distance travel potential during the year. If Jupiter is making favorable
transits, you may have the chance to advance your education or work in an institution of
higher education.

Jupiter’s transits can show where you need to take a more spiritual or philosophical
approach and also can show what areas of your life may be given a boost of good luck.
You may go overboard in a certain area of your life thanks to a Jupiter transit as well.
When Jupiter transits the Ascendant, you may become more confident. But you may also
become more likely to gain weight.

Jupiter transiting your Second House can bring good luck for increased income. Yet it can
also mean that you could be more likely to spend carelessly, so money may be easy come,
easy go during this year. Jupiter is generally considered benevolent, though. Look for
opportunities and let Jupiter guide you to take bigger risks so that you can achieve bigger
successes in key areas indicated by the part of your Natal Chart Jupiter is transiting.

Jupiter’s positive transits to your Natal Chart, you may feel like you’re on a winning streak.
These transits help you expand and grow and overcome obstacles. Jupiter can also
challenge you to be fair, however. If you are given greater blessings and opportunities,
Jupiter transits can show how you need to share your abundance with others.

Jupiter’s transits teer you back to your ideals, no matter what. Even if Jupiter is transiting a
house or sign associated with practicality and work, issues around what you believe and
the moral compass that guides you will surface.
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Jupiter's transits on Alice's natal chart for the year.

Y w Q 12;k 29'

Some of your inner attitudes will be shaped by transiting Jupiter opposition on your natal
Sun.

This transit happens from 2023/06/22 to 2023/11/27.
Peak dates: from 2023/07/19 to 2023/07/26, and from 2023/10/16 to 2023/10/23.

Favourable for: Gaining clarity about personal ambitions and ideals, expanding your
talents and skills, embracing leadership and balancing your desire for freedom with your
desire for connection.

Adverse for: Thinking only of your own personal gain and ambitions.

Suggestion: Bring your bigger dreams into alignment with your talents, take opportunities
to expand your perspective, work through subconscious insecurities that cause you to shy
away from leadership. Embrace your full potential now.

Reading: You may experience conflicting drives to pursue your ambition for personal gain
or to dedicate yourself to a higher calling. Take time to gain clarity rather than rolling with
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momentum that derails you from your goals.

You may face challenges but generally still experience relatively lucky momentum. This
helps you sort out the path ahead rather than being thrust into decisions through serious
conflict.

You may be tempted to overextend yourself personally or financially. Rein in your
ambition and focus and you will be much more successful.

Risky investments could fall through, be careful not to take too big a gamble.
Overconfidence could cause you to make regrettable financial decisions or to take risks
you are not truly prepared for.

You may also become lost in the process of upgrading. Your attitude of ‘bigger is better’
can backfire financially and cost you time and focus as you get lost chasing treasures.

Jupiter opposition Sun will transit in your 5th house from 2023/06/22 to 2023/07/23, and
from 2023/10/19 to 2023/11/27.

Your enthusiasm and optimism can draw you in to seeking pleasure and investing in
entertainment and games of chance.

You may have a burst in creativity that leads to recognition for your talents and abilities.
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You will feel drawn to expanding your social life and may be tempted to engage in
romantic affairs. Although you may feel strong attraction to romantic interests, you will
primarily be concerned with your freedom and ability to enjoy all that life has to offer and
are not likely to want to settle down.

Risky behavior and excess can cause problems for you at this time. Be mindful of the
consequences of overindulgence. Your routines may be slackened and you may become
more interested in recreation than discipline and hard work.

Side interests involving altruistic activities, expanding your knowledge base, and exploring
culture or spirituality are highlighted at this time. Your creativity may also be channeled to
help your career or other personal ambitions, or put to philanthropic uses.

You may also be susceptible to unexpected pregnancy at this time.

You may get too carried away with an ‘all fun and games’ mentality, but remember to keep
a balance and avoid overindulgence or complacency.

Jupiter opposition Sun will transit in your 6th house from 2023/07/24 to 2023/10/18.

Your earning potential is enhanced at this time through changes to your daily routines.
You may change jobs while not changing your career altogether. A promotion is possible.

Any excess indulgence in alcohol and food will likely translate to health challenges at this
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time. This is serving to highlight the need to restore balance and avoid overdoing it.

You will likely be more optimistic about your lifestyle and daily routines will shift to allow
more adventure and diversity.

Your routines may also come to reflect your higher ideals and morality. You may make
changes in this area which also improve your health.

If health concerns are detected, you are likely to become aware of what needs to be
addressed just in time. There remains an essence of good luck and fortunate timing even if
some aspects of your job, health and daily routines undergo stress. You may be told for
example “this could have been much worse” or “thankfully this is treatable.”
Importance of this transit for Alice:

*****
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Y w E 14;k 7'

Jupiter meets your natal Mercury through an opposition.

This transit happens from 2023/07/06 to 2023/11/06.
Peak dates: from 2023/08/03 to 2023/08/08, and from 2023/10/01 to 2023/10/07.

Favourable for: Overcoming discrepancies between your beliefs and ideals, aligning your
mindset and your higher goals.

Adverse for: Selling yourself short, focusing only on short range plans, distracting yourself
with trivia instead of reaching for your bigger dreams.

Suggestion: Stop spinning your wheels and distracting yourself with mental busy work,
fortunate opportunities are on the horizon but you may not be convinced of your ability to
rise to the occasion. Work on your confidence and plan for more than you thought
possible.

Reading: Your aspirations are high and you may have already told the world- in grandiose
and unverifiable terms- exactly what your plans are and how successful they will be.

Now it is crunch time and you may discover that the follow up doesn’t unfold as easily as
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you expected it to.

You are still in the midst of fortunate energy and opportunities, but must slow down and
consider the details.

Be careful not to become grandiose. You may have good intentions, but overextending
yourself and promising others the world will not get you where you want to be.

Jupiter opposition Mercury will transit in your 5th house from 2023/07/06 to 2023/07/23,
and from 2023/10/19 to 2023/11/06.
The meaning of Jupiter in house 5 is displayed above

Jupiter opposition Mercury will transit in your 6th house from 2023/07/24 to 2023/10/18.
The meaning of Jupiter in house 6 is displayed above
Importance of this transit for Alice:

*****
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Y e X 18;h 12'

This time you get the effects of a trine by Jupiter transiting on your natal Midheaven.

This transit happens from 2023/08/07 to 2023/10/03.
Peak dates: from 2023/09/02 to 2023/09/07.

Favourable for: Promotion, advancement or travel related to your career.

Adverse for: Seeking power and authority for self serving reasons.

Suggestion: Be open to new positions of power and influence in your career or travel
related to your career. You are about to break new ground, don’t lose sight of your ideals
as your career advances.

Reading: You will be on a path to advancing your career which may involve higher
learning, promotion to leadership, or service to the community or society at large.

Your ambition is channeled into the work you do and will likely yield positive results.

Your focus and energy will bring positive expansion into career and public life and you
may feel as if you are getting all kinds of lucky breaks. Chance encounters with influential
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people also help to set you on a path to success.

You are conscientious and pursuing a moral high ground in all situations and you are likely
to have a platform to try to help awaken others to greater social responsibility and civic
duty. You are likely to be able to influence people in benevolent, positive and generous
ways rather than being dogmatic and domineering.

You are confident enough in your abilities and have enough faith in your spiritual beliefs
and the good nature of those around you to take risks you may not have taken before.
These risks will bring expansion and positive new opportunities for you in career, travel
and public life.

Jupiter trine Midheaven will transit in your 6th house from 2023/08/07 to 2023/10/03.
The meaning of Jupiter in house 6 is displayed above
Importance of this transit for Alice:

*****
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Y e Y 13;z 23'

This time you get the effects of a trine by Jupiter transiting on your natal Jupiter.

This transit happens from 2023/07/08 to 2023/11/04.
Peak dates: from 2023/07/27 to 2023/08/01, and from 2023/10/09 to 2023/10/14.

Favourable for: Effortlessly attaining what you want, abundance, success, new
opportunities, career growth, attraction, influence, speaking, publishing and travel
opportunities.

Adverse for: Becoming lazy because things are too easy.

Suggestion: Expand your audience, work on publishing, teaching or speaking opportunities,
plan a long distance trip and be open to achieving success. Doors are opening all around
you, be ready to reach your higher potential now.

Reading: You may pursue higher education, a new spiritual path, a shift in business goals
or other plans which set you on a course for expansion.

You are thinking and dreaming big and your efforts to get outside of your comfort zone
will most likely be rewarded.
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You may feel like everything you touch turns to gold. At the very least, everything you
focus on will grow during this time. This can include wealth, friendships, career and
understanding.

It can also include a growth in debt or waist size if not careful of excess.

Relationships can help to expand your mind and knowledge and you may be attracted to
others from foreign cultures or with unique perspectives.

You may also have fortunate opportunities to travel during this time.

Jupiter trine Jupiter will transit in your 5th house from 2023/07/08 to 2023/07/23, and from
2023/10/19 to 2023/11/04.
The meaning of Jupiter in house 5 is displayed above

Jupiter trine Jupiter will transit in your 6th house from 2023/07/24 to 2023/10/18.
The meaning of Jupiter in house 6 is displayed above
Importance of this transit for Alice:

*****
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Y r ` 15;g 2'

This time you get the effects of a square by Jupiter transiting on your natal Lilith.

This transit happens from 2023/07/27 to 2023/10/14.
Peak dates: from 2023/08/16 to 2023/08/19, and from 2023/09/21 to 2023/09/24.

Favourable for: Discovering new beliefs that challenge the status quo but resonate with
you.

Adverse for: Ideological extremes that cause disruption to no benefit.

Suggestion: Work through conflict and tension to identify beliefs that match your true
inner nature. Embrace your inner passions with confidence now.

Reading: Your desire for expansion and freedom is at odds with your ambitions to elevate
your career and personal ambitions now.

This is an important time for you to overcome self doubts and find ways to remain
confident in yourself and your beliefs regardless of the status quo.

Jupiter square Lilith will transit in your 6th house from 2023/07/27 to 2023/10/14.
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The meaning of Jupiter in house 6 is displayed above
Importance of this transit for Alice:

*****
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Y o  13;l 54'

Jupiter transiting shapes a quincunx aspect with your natal Eros.

This transit happens from 2023/07/18 to 2023/10/23.
Peak dates: from 2023/08/01 to 2023/08/05, and from 2023/10/05 to 2023/10/09.

Reading: This can be a confusing time for you as you feel ready to explore some new ways
to expand your sexual nature.

Yet the opportunity doesn’t arise right away or you may not feel completely in alignment
with your sensual, sexual side now. If you take the time to work through old beliefs such
as religious dogma or early learning about what is “right” and “wrong” when it comes to
pleasure, you can become more confident in your sexuality.

You can find a way to expand into new experiences and explore pleasure in ways that
helps you follow your ideals and beliefs now.

Jupiter quincunx Eros will transit in your 5th house from 2023/07/18 to 2023/07/23, and
from 2023/10/19 to 2023/10/23.
The meaning of Jupiter in house 5 is displayed above

Jupiter quincunx Eros will transit in your 6th house from 2023/07/24 to 2023/10/18.
The meaning of Jupiter in house 6 is displayed above
Importance of this transit for Alice:

*****
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Y e Z 2;l 52'

Time for a trine aspect by Jupiter transiting on your natal Ascendant.

This transit happens from 2023/01/01 to 2023/02/05.
Peak dates: from 2023/01/12 to 2023/01/15.

Favourable for: Recognition, advancement, expansion and the opportunities to travel
abroad or encounter new cultures.

Adverse for: Grandiosity, laziness and indulgence in excesses.

Suggestion: Establish yourself as a writer, speaker or teacher, expand your spiritual or
philosophical knowledge, immerse yourself in a new culture and expand your horizons
through your appearance, lifestyle and actions now.

Reading: Opportunities for growth, advancement in career, furthering your education and
achieving your highest ideals are possible now.

Your prospects will take you beyond what you would previously have expected, and you
are beginning to become aware of how vast your potential is.
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Your goals will be shaped by personal ideals and values and you are striving for a new path
which uplifts society. You will have opportunities to accumulate wealth, abundance and to
rise to positions of authority.

You may also fall into a pattern of easy-come-easy-go, where opportunities come so
quickly you may not fully appreciate them and let them slip through your fingers.

Relationships are harmonious. You are more inclined to pursue vast varieties of friends
rather than deepening the intimacy in one particular relationship. Those you love will be
placed on a pedestal and your generosity will be extended to those around you.

Jupiter trine Ascendant will transit in your 4th house from 2023/01/01 to 2023/02/05.

Your relationships with family are given a positive boost. You may feel more benevolent,
optimistic and generous in your connections to family and may even expand your
definition of family beyond relatives.

You may experience a birth or expansion of family, perhaps a child, or the adoption of a
new pet.

You are likely to give and receive generous support from family and your family benefits
from your positive attitude, confidence in the future. You want to ensure success for your
family, and this may result in conflicts between energy devoted to your career and energy
spent being present for family and home life.
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Any underlying problems in familial relationships may be blown up at this time so that you
will have an opportunity to heal, learn and grow, potentially improving bonds in the long
run.

Your home may be upgraded, expanded or improved in some way. You may uproot your
home and resettle abroad or adopt a nomadic lifestyle that allows you to travel with
family.

You will likely look for ways to explore and express your spirituality within your family
and household.

You may also desire freedom from any perceived constraints resulting in the desire to
knock down walls, or even purge old belongings, or trading in old appliances or household
items for an upgrade.
Importance of this transit for Alice:

*****
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Jupiter transiting shapes a conjunction aspect with your natal Juno.

This transit happens from 2023/01/09 to 2023/02/21.
Peak dates: from 2023/01/30 to 2023/02/03.

Reading: You can become more optimistic now and this can have a positive impact on
your partnership.

You may easily attract someone influential and charismatic who is an ideal long term
partner. You may also find ways to expand your vision and find inspiration now and this
will help your commitment in a partnership expand.

Your beliefs or ideals may also be advanced or expanded now because of the perspective
of a partner. You can easily expand your devotion and commitment now. You may meet
your true ideal partner or an existing partnership may advance exponentially now.

A charismatic and optimistic partner can have a significant impact on you. You may start
to broaden your views or expand your priorities thanks to a serious partner now.

Jupiter conjunction Juno will transit in your 4th house from 2023/01/09 to 2023/02/21.
The meaning of Jupiter in house 4 is displayed above
Importance of this transit for Alice:

*****
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By creating an opposition with your natal Venus, Jupiter suggests some changes.

This transit happens from 2023/01/17 to 2023/02/27.
Peak dates: from 2023/02/06 to 2023/02/10.

Favourable for: Getting clear about how your dreams and ideals can contribute to success
in relationships and finance.

Adverse for: Choosing to pursue material wealth instead of romance, or vice versa, instead
of integrating these two goals.

Suggestion: Face insecurities related to your confidence, don’t get distracted by desires for
material wealth and pleasure seeking, you can overcome relationship conflicts and pursue
your higher goals as well.

Reading: What do you really value? Are you being authentic or getting caught in the trap
of portraying an image that doesn’t quite match your underlying motives?

These questions will haunt you at this time as you are forced to confront any discrepancies
between your actions and what you say you value.
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You may also have to confront the consequences of excessive indulgence.

You may be expecting things to fall into place with ease according to your plans only to
discover that adjustments need to be made.

Jupiter opposition Venus will transit in your 4th house from 2023/01/17 to 2023/02/27.
The meaning of Jupiter in house 4 is displayed above
Importance of this transit for Alice:

*****
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The energies associated with your natal True Node are blended by an opposition by
transiting Jupiter.

This transit happens from 2023/01/18 to 2023/02/27.
Peak dates: from 2023/02/06 to 2023/02/10.

Favourable for: Overcoming insecurities about your true purpose and path.

Adverse for: Distracting yourself from growth and purpose by focusing only on material
success.

Suggestion: Be open to integrating your talents and confidence to achieve your true
potential, get ready to break new ground, overcome fears and self sabotage before you
take center stage because greater opportunities are on the horizon.

Reading: You may want to revel in the trappings of wealth, abundance and status but
chasing the superficial measures of accomplishment is only taking you farther from where
you will truly find success.

Instead of following your higher calling, you may be responding to an inner need to prove
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yourself or overcompensate for insecurities.

  You will grow into your confident, radiant abundant self by letting go of the false
security you associate with money or titles at this time.

Self aggrandizement and grandiosity aren’t the path to your highest potential. Humility will
help you regain perspective.

Jupiter opposition True Node will transit in your 4th house from 2023/01/18 to 2023/02/27.
The meaning of Jupiter in house 4 is displayed above
Importance of this transit for Alice:

*****
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Jupiter transiting forms a trine with your natal Moon.

This transit happens from 2023/04/16 to 2023/05/19.
Peak dates: from 2023/05/01 to 2023/05/04.

Favourable for: Lucky opportunities to expand your reach, create emotional connection
with a large group of people, amplify love, nurturing and healing within family
connections and upgrade your home or business.

Adverse for: Emotionally fueled spending, eating, impulsive decisions and extreme,
careless risks.

Suggestion: Take advantage of the harmony in your relationships to network in pursuit of
advancement in your career. Opportunities for promotion to leadership especially in work
related to caretaking and real estate is possible, expand your family, improve or upgrade
your home or seek a larger home.

Reading: You may become more involved in religious, community, spiritual or
philanthropic groups or organizations, possible lending energy through a leadership or co-
leadership role.
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Your emotions are upbeat and optimistic and this has a favorable impact on your
relationships with others.

Your nurturing and compassion extend beyond your normal family or circle. You may be
stepping beyond your comfort zone. Jupiter adds a boost of confidence so that emotional
insecurities do not hold you back.

You are in tune with those around you and sensitive to others’ needs and will want to share
your optimism and abundance on a large scale level or through grand gestures.

Your significant others will need to align with your ideals and help promote your large
vision and lofty goals, but you also have no problem attracting others because your energy
is so expansive and uplifting.

Jupiter trine Moon will transit in your 5th house from 2023/04/16 to 2023/05/19.
The meaning of Jupiter in house 5 is displayed above
Importance of this transit for Alice:

*****
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When your natal Venus receives a quincunx by Jupiter transiting, this is the outcome.

This transit happens from 2023/06/11 to 2023/07/01, and from 2023/11/12 to 2023/12/31.
Peak dates: from 2023/06/20 to 2023/06/22, and from 2023/11/26 to 2023/11/30.

Favourable for: Learning your worth and understanding how to work with attraction
energy, expanding your social connections.

Adverse for: Indulging in your desires for wealth and superficial signs of success, focusing
only on appearance or status.

Suggestion: Work through fears that lead you to sell yourself short, strive for your higher
ideals and learn to balance your desire for independence and your need to ask for help and
let others support your goals.

Reading: Your eyes will be opened to the needs of society and communities outside your
immediate circle. At this time your definition of love and what it means to love others is
challenged.

You may come away from this period with a new understanding of compassion on a larger
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scale, yet in order to bring harmony into your relationships and life right now you need to
come to transcend the shallow definitions of love.

By releasing expectations and limitations from others, you are opening up to a higher level
of love and connections. The saying ‘if you love someone set them free’ applies here.

Jupiter quincunx Venus will transit in your 5th house from 2023/06/11 to 2023/07/01, and
from 2023/11/12 to 2023/12/31.
The meaning of Jupiter in house 5 is displayed above
Importance of this transit for Alice:

*****
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This is what a quincunx by Jupiter transiting on your natal True Node hints to.

This transit happens from 2023/06/12 to 2023/07/02, and from 2023/11/11 to 2023/12/31.
Peak dates: from 2023/06/20 to 2023/06/22, and from 2023/11/25 to 2023/11/29.

Favourable for: Making adjustments to your expectations about success, abundance and
your purpose.

Adverse for: Keeping yourself distracted by the pursuit of material success and abundance,
not embracing the bigger lessons that will help you achieve your mission.

Suggestion: Work through the underlying fears and insecurities that hinder you from
expanding and growing in the ways that will help you fulfill your mission. Prepare yourself
to advance beyond your comfort zone and fulfill your higher calling.

Reading: You may be confusing excess with abundance. Searching for bigger, better and
more, you may miss significant opportunities which could prove fortunate to your greater
path.

You may be resisting opportunities to rise to your full potential because of fears or
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insecurities about having influence over others.

You may feel that fulfilling your calling will take you further away from your personal
goals, as you will be placed in a position of accountability to others or a higher purpose.

With time and experience you will come to understand that your personal goals and higher
purpose are connected and awakening to one will naturally enhance the other.

Jupiter quincunx True Node will transit in your 5th house from 2023/06/12 to 2023/07/02,
and from 2023/11/11 to 2023/12/31.
The meaning of Jupiter in house 5 is displayed above
Importance of this transit for Alice:

*****
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When your natal Saturn receives a conjunction by Jupiter transiting, this is the outcome.

This transit happens from 2023/01/01 to 2023/01/28.
Peak dates: from 2023/01/01 to 2023/01/03.

Favourable for: Balancing your desire to expand and the practical considerations you must
work through in order to be successful.

Adverse for: Wanting advancement before it is earned.

Suggestion: Rein in your idealism and channel your wisdom and mission to address
practical matters, get your budget under control so you can invest in larger goals, work
patiently to overcome limitations.

Reading: Two sides of yourself- your drive toward expansion and grandeur, and your drive
toward modesty and discipline, will collide under this transit.

You may feel a balance between ascension to higher ideals, status wealth and large scale
goals, grounded by your practical sensibilities.
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Your duties to others and feeling of moral and ethical responsibility to society is
heightened. You are likely to feel confident in your efforts to pursue spiritual or
humanitarian goals and your efforts are anchored in realistic strategies.

You blend traditional with innovative to overcome obstacles and are likely to be
successful.

You will have opportunities to correct Karmic debts and align with your highest
aspirations.

Others will perceive your authority and respect your vision.

This is a good time to expand your career. Success in business and work are likely. You
will also likely succeed in new endeavors requiring discipline, connection to large
organizations or institutions. It will be obvious that you have outgrown some institutions
which could include past career. You will have good fortune on your side as you break
ground on new ventures.

You are likely to finally summon the confidence to make lasting changes. Moving away,
ending a long term relationship, or breaking with traditions.

Jupiter conjunction Saturn will transit in your 4th house from 2023/01/01 to 2023/01/28.
The meaning of Jupiter in house 4 is displayed above
Importance of this transit for Alice:

*****
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The effects of a quincunx by Jupiter transiting on your natal Pholus are written below.

This transit happens from 2023/06/14 to 2023/07/05, and from 2023/11/07 to 2023/12/15.
Peak dates: from 2023/06/23 to 2023/06/25, and from 2023/11/21 to 2023/11/24.

Reading: You can find it challenging to trust your beliefs and ideals now.

Crises and cataclysmic events can challenge your sense of power and confidence in
yourself. You may need to overcome insecurities and face your limitations without falling
into despair because of your in ability to quell a crisis.

When you are able to work through your fears and insecurities, you will be better able to
find empowerment and follow your ideals in spite of the crisis on the horizon now.

Jupiter quincunx Pholus will transit in your 5th house from 2023/06/14 to 2023/07/05, and
from 2023/11/07 to 2023/12/15.
The meaning of Jupiter in house 5 is displayed above
Importance of this transit for Alice:

*****
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Time for a trine aspect by Jupiter transiting on your natal Pluto.

This transit happens from 2023/01/01 to 2023/01/27.
Peak dates: from 2023/01/08 to 2023/01/10.

Favourable for: Powerful transformation that involves letting go so that you can rise to
new heights and fulfill your greater potential.

Adverse for: Obsessing about success, wealth and luxuries, spending carelessly.

Suggestion: You may be surrounded by resources, money and opportunities to advance and
expand, don’t get distracted by the trappings of success and power, stay connected to your
higher ideals and mission. Be willing to embrace the deep transformation within yourself
needed in order to truly make the most of the opportunities surrounding you.

Reading: You become a beacon of hope and a powerful conduit for change on a personal
and community level. Your altruism compels you to become involved in uplifting others
by devoting time, energy and resources toward progressive ideals to improve society.

You are confident and comfortable with power and responsibility.
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Others may feel magnetically attracted to you and entrust you with major decisions. You
are likely to approach these matters like a Philosopher King, or a wise judge who helps
others to see the truth without becoming demanding.

You may easily rise to leadership positions in your career and exert more power than usual
over large groups of people, even without trying.

Interest in the occult and afterlife are piqued as well. You may deepen your connection to
spirituality or discover truths which shape your attitudes and transform your beliefs.

Jupiter trine Pluto will transit in your 4th house from 2023/01/01 to 2023/01/27.
The meaning of Jupiter in house 4 is displayed above
Importance of this transit for Alice:

*****
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Jupiter transiting shapes a trine with your natal Mars.

This transit happens from 2023/05/17 to 2023/06/13, and from 2023/12/17 to 2023/12/31.
Peak dates: from 2023/05/28 to 2023/06/01.

Favourable for: Expanding your mission, enhanced personal energy and motivation,
athletic pursuits, travel and challenging yourself.

Adverse for: Impulsivity, grandiosity and willfulness without a larger plan.

Suggestion: Venture outside your comfort zone and act promptly when opportunities
present to expand your influence and establish yourself as a leader.

Reading: Your ambition and passion are activated. You may have a higher stamina and sex
drive at this time as well.

Challenges will feel more like a game or a competition than an obstacle or crisis.

Your intense focus on any goal is enhanced by Jupiter’s benevolent energy. You may
receive lucky breaks you have been waiting for. Unlike other Jupiter transits, you are more
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likely to stay active in pursuit of your goals in spite of lucky circumstances. You are
compelled to act and the time is right, things are lining up in your favor.

Assertiveness and confidence can also help you work through misunderstandings in
relationships.

Jupiter trine Mars will transit in your 5th house from 2023/05/17 to 2023/06/13, and from
2023/12/17 to 2023/12/31.
The meaning of Jupiter in house 5 is displayed above
Importance of this transit for Alice:

*****
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Jupiter meets your natal Pholus through an opposition.

This transit happens from 2023/01/27 to 2023/02/25.
Peak dates: from 2023/02/10 to 2023/02/12.

Reading: You may find it difficult to reconcile your limitations and need to focus on
practical matters now.

You would prefer to expand and get beyond disruptive changes and turning points, yet you
can find your higher power and idealism as a source of motivation that can help you get
through troubling times now if you can first accept your limitations.

Once you can find the balance between your need to live up to your ideals and your need
to respond to urgent matters and changes related to crisis in the present, you can leverage
changes as milestones.

Turning points can launch you in a new direction and you can find ways to grow and thrive
in the long run if you stop fighting the inevitable now.

Jupiter opposition Pholus will transit in your 4th house from 2023/01/27 to 2023/02/25.
The meaning of Jupiter in house 4 is displayed above
Importance of this transit for Alice:

*****
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Time for a square aspect by Jupiter transiting on your natal Uranus.

This transit happens from 2023/05/08 to 2023/06/03.
Peak dates: from 2023/05/20 to 2023/05/22.

Favourable for: Obtaining an unusual new perspective that can open your mind and shift
your perception.

Adverse for: Impulsivity and shocking decisions which cause friction among colleagues
and peers or disregard for tradition or authority.

Suggestion: Don’t be afraid to shake things up especially when it comes to your own
beliefs. Breakthroughs and epiphanies arise out of conflict and can lead to drastically
different ways of thinking and new ideological goals.

Reading: You may be on the brink of a major change, success, a windfall or new
opportunities. Your eagerness can cause excess anxiety and you may miss key
opportunities that require a slow pace and attention to subtlety.

Erratic moods, extreme ideas, and excess of any kind can hamper your overall goals and
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distract you.

You may have numerous opportunities to advance, but struggle with impulsivity as you
pursue your goals.

Jupiter square Uranus will transit in your 5th house from 2023/05/08 to 2023/06/03.
The meaning of Jupiter in house 5 is displayed above
Importance of this transit for Alice:

*****
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When your natal Jupiter receives a square by Jupiter transiting, this is the outcome.

This transit happens from 2023/02/23 to 2023/03/20.
Peak dates: from 2023/03/07 to 2023/03/09.

Favourable for: Success and achievement resulting from diligence and following your
vision in spite of obstacles.

Adverse for: Opportunities squandered because of lack of motivation, wandering from one
project to the next rather than overcoming limitations.

Suggestion: Solutions are all around you so don’t get distracted by obstacles, instead use
your influence and diplomacy to work through difficulties, you will have greater
appreciation as a result of putting effort into your goals.

Reading: The quest to build a bigger, better mousetrap is likely to lead you on a detour
away from your true ambition. Don’t get lost in the trappings of success or the image of
wealth. You have genuine opportunities unfolding around you, be mindful of the
temptations of excess.
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You may overestimate yourself and commit make lofty promises which are more than you
can make good on.

Your lack of focus and desire to make a big impression on others may lead you off course
and lead to regrettable financial decisions. Separate the desire for wealth from the goals
you wish to acquire with the wealth gained. Otherwise you may end up chasing material
luxuries and squandering the good fortune you are receiving.

Jupiter square Jupiter will transit in your 4th house from 2023/02/23 to 2023/03/20.
The meaning of Jupiter in house 4 is displayed above
Importance of this transit for Alice:

*****
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A square between Jupiter transiting on your natal Neptune produces the following outcomes.

This transit happens from 2023/04/14 to 2023/05/08.
Peak dates: from 2023/04/25 to 2023/04/27.

Favourable for: Working through blocks to your intuition so that you will have the
guidance you need to expand into new territory and attract abundance and success.

Adverse for: Wishful thinking, not aligning your ideals and reality.

Suggestion: Let challenges and obstacles help you to modify your plans but don’t give up on
your dreams altogether. Your creativity and intuition will help you work around some
barriers, others will be resolved using your diplomacy and charm.

Reading: Those close to you will reveal their true motivations and character and this can
bring disillusionment as you were likely to have projected an unrealistic image onto them.
This is a time for healing and introspection. You will have opportunities to sort out truth
from self-delusion.

Your ideals may pose a challenge to perceiving realistic obstacles. You may feel tempted
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to avoid uncomfortable truths, but that will not serve you.

Be mindful not to use spirituality or moral high ground as a crutch to avoid dealing with
your own psychological issues or emotional needs.

Avoid excessive use of mind altering substances, opt instead for shifting consciousness
through spiritual practices.

Jupiter square Neptune will transit in your 5th house from 2023/04/14 to 2023/05/08.
The meaning of Jupiter in house 5 is displayed above
Importance of this transit for Alice:
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While transiting in the sky, Jupiter reaches an opposition to your natal Chiron.

This transit happens from 2023/04/07 to 2023/05/01.
Peak dates: from 2023/04/18 to 2023/04/20.

Favourable for: Overcoming insecurities and self doubt, gaining confidence in spite of
past wounds.

Adverse for: Fighting against your ideals and integrity.

Suggestion: Bring your ideals and spiritual beliefs into alignment with your healing process
and humanitarian goals.

Reading: Your big ideas and grand vision is suppressed by insecurities and past wounds
that have not been resolved just yet. This is the perfect time to face the wounds and
traumas that left you feeling insecure and alienated for your convictions.

Until you do this task completely and honestly however you may see yourself as a martyr
or take out your pain in self-righteousness, creating situations where you alienate yourself
or become lost in grandiose ideas that are not realistic.
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If you do take this time as an opportunity to find greater wisdom and perspective by
attending to healing your insecurities and wounds, however, you can become an inspiring
leader and healer for others. You may also have a shift in perspective as your mind is now
opened and you can see your situation in a more optimistic way.

Jupiter opposition Chiron will transit in your 5th house from 2023/04/07 to 2023/05/01.
The meaning of Jupiter in house 5 is displayed above
Importance of this transit for Alice:

*****
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Introduction to Saturn’s yearly transits

Saturn’s transits show where you need deal with lessons that require greater maturity,
responsibility and practicality. Often associated with restrictions, constraints and tedious
issues, Saturn’s transits can show you where you need to take your time and emphasize
quality over quantity.

Saturn’s transits help you “grow up” in a certain area of your life, and this can include
harsh lessons. Saturn tells you where to pay attention and take responsibility. These lessons
can be unpleasant but the larger purpose is always to help you find greater strength and
wisdom. Saturn transits challenge you to refine your plans again and again to make sure
you are proceeding in the most stable way possible.

Saturn may indicate encounters with an elder or a need to reconnect with certain
traditions. Saturn transiting your Seventh House can indicate a strong commitment made
in a partnership, a successful long term business partnership or romance with an older
person. Saturn transits can also help you manifest your ideas in concrete and physical
terms.

Saturn transiting your Second House may indicate the need to put restrictions or
limitations on your income. You may have to test your own frugal and practical skills
during this time. You may also have to take a more mature view of what you value.

Saturn transits challenge you to take responsibility as well as showing where you need to
buckle down and follow through on your commitments.
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Saturn meets your natal Ascendant through a square.

This transit happens from 2023/02/27 to 2023/05/28, and from 2023/07/09 to 2023/12/31.
Peak dates: from 2023/03/30 to 2023/04/06, from 2023/09/05 to 2023/09/14, and from
2023/12/23 to 2023/12/31.

Favourable for: Striving for success in the face of obstacles, developing a more mature
outlook.

Adverse for: Harsh Karmic lessons, health problems, the need to enforce rules and limit
yourself.

Suggestion: Don’t cut corners now, be patient and diligent in your efforts and keep your
focus on creating financial and personal security, this is not the time to delay or be
distracted by frivolous pursuits.

Reading: During this transit you'll experience difficulties in relating with people.
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You are going to test your relationships to evaluate which are still worth keeping and
which represents instead only hardships and responsibilities.

You might feel lonely, isolated and without support, recognizing that you give your best
efforts, but get little back.

While this might be true, don't evaluate human relationships only by cold calculations.

Saturn square Ascendant will transit in your 3rd house from 2023/02/27 to 2023/05/28, and
from 2023/07/09 to 2023/12/31.

Your mental and communicative skills will be challenged by Saturn's transiting into your
3rd house. Possibly, you will be less communicative, but do so in a more weighted
manner.

You might experience misunderstandings or poor communication with siblings or
neighbors.

During this time, you should use your best disciplined mental energy to understand your
own mind and its mechanisms.

What you might discover won't be always pleasurable, but don't let this make you sad.
Saturn is going to help you look at yourself with a detached attitude, for the sake of truth.
Importance of this transit for Alice:
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The outcome of an opposition by Saturn transiting on your natal Mars is explained below.

This transit happens from 2023/02/27 to 2023/05/30, and from 2023/07/07 to 2023/12/31.
Peak dates: from 2023/03/31 to 2023/04/07, from 2023/09/03 to 2023/09/14, and from
2023/12/24 to 2023/12/31.

Favourable for: Reconciling insecurities and focusing your energies for success in
business, career or overcoming hardships.

Adverse for: Power struggles, spinning your wheels, expecting resolution too soon.

Suggestion: Trim time wasting activities from your routines, your energy and focus are
needed now. Channel your focus and endurance to overcome challenges and advance your
goals.

Reading: You experience a challenging time with people representing any kind of
authority, like teachers, parents, employers, and judges.

At the same time, your fighting attitude is somehow inhibited, so you end up by feeling
stuck and frustrated, with an inner tension wanting to be released.
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Even if it's difficult to accept such situations, it might be better to avoid any explosive
reaction, and instead release your compressed energy through physical activities, yoga or
meditation.

Saturn opposition Mars will transit in your 3rd house from 2023/02/27 to 2023/05/30, and
from 2023/07/07 to 2023/12/31.
The meaning of Saturn in house 3 is displayed above
Importance of this transit for Alice:

*****
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While transiting in the sky, Saturn reaches a square to your natal Pluto.

This transit happens from 2023/03/01 to 2023/04/28, and from 2023/08/09 to 2023/12/31.
Peak dates: from 2023/03/25 to 2023/03/29, from 2023/09/15 to 2023/09/23, and from
2023/12/16 to 2023/12/22.

Favourable for: Overcoming obstacles and challenges which test your foundations.
Reinventing yourself in business, breaking with traditions.

Adverse for: Struggles with authority figures, obstinance, resistance to change.

Suggestion: Dig deep beneath the surface to make sure you have established a firm
foundation, be patient and pay attention to details especially in career and finances, be
open to a complete overhaul of your plans rather than trying to swim upstream.

Reading: This is a conflicting time in your life.

There's a strong will to change old structures in your life and in the world, but at the same
time a strong resistance to renewal.
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Those two opposite energies might build a dangerous inner tension and cause frustration.

If the tension is not well addressed, it might “resolve” in sudden actions and incidents.

It takes patience to accept that the changes might be much slower than your desire to
transform your life.

Saturn square Pluto will transit in your 3rd house from 2023/03/01 to 2023/04/28, and
from 2023/08/09 to 2023/12/31.
The meaning of Saturn in house 3 is displayed above
Importance of this transit for Alice:

*****
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Saturn transiting forms an opposition with your natal Moon.

This transit happens from 2023/01/01 to 2023/03/22, and from 2023/09/27 to 2023/12/11.
Peak dates: from 2023/02/01 to 2023/02/16.

Favourable for: Working through emotional issues that help you release old Karma,
overcoming insecurities.

Adverse for: Heightened insecurities, depressed feelings, undermining your foundation,
lack of self discipline.

Suggestion: Get back to basics and re-evaluate your foundation including plans for
business, home and finances, refine your goals and clear clutter and distractions, reflect on
whether your instincts and intuition are in alignment with your obligations and make
adjustments where necessary.

Reading: Misunderstandings and aloofness may occur with people you consider as your
emotional support. If you're in a relationship that is not emotionally solid, it might end.

Part of the reason for such conflicts comes the fact that at this time you have ignored your
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softer emotional needs. Now, you feel frustrated and disconnected from others.

You need emotional closeness and support, but you feel you have alienated yourself.

Even if you feel empty, don't build any emotional armor that prevents you from human
connections and don't let it disrupt your work.

If you put your emotional past issues under the carpet, this aspect of the transit will
intensify, and Saturn will force you to be aware of them with clarity and detachment.

Saturn opposition Moon will transit in your 3rd house from 2023/01/01 to 2023/03/22, and
from 2023/09/27 to 2023/12/11.
The meaning of Saturn in house 3 is displayed above
Importance of this transit for Alice:

*****
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The energies associated with your natal Pallas are blended by a square by transiting Saturn.

This transit happens from 2023/03/20 to 2023/04/30, from 2023/08/06 to 2023/10/02, and
from 2023/12/07 to 2023/12/31.
Peak dates: from 2023/04/06 to 2023/04/10, and from 2023/08/30 to 2023/09/05.

Reading: You can try to toil away toward your goals now but find frustrations and
obstacles at every turn.

Though it can cause you frustration, the challenges you currently face can also lead you to
refine your strategy. You will benefit in the long run from the self-discipline and caution
you exercise currently.

You may need to push past your comfort zone and reluctance to let go of the past can lead
you to find it difficult to find realistic ways to enact your strategies and achieve your
goals.

Saturn square Pallas will transit in your 3rd house from 2023/03/20 to 2023/04/30, from
2023/08/06 to 2023/10/02, and from 2023/12/07 to 2023/12/31.
The meaning of Saturn in house 3 is displayed above
Importance of this transit for Alice:

*****
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Circling the sky, Saturn and your natal Venus form a quincunx.

This transit happens from 2023/05/02 to 2023/08/05.
Peak dates: from 2023/06/13 to 2023/06/22.

Favourable for: Learning to value yourself and take your commitments and relationships
seriously.

Adverse for: Seeking superficial gratification or wealth for the sake of status or pleasure.

Suggestion: Discern between the investments you make either of time, money or energy,
because they add value to your life and those which simply perpetuate the habit of looking
for satisfaction through material objects.

Reading: You may become frustrated by a loved one who is set in their ways or who is
stuck in another time.

You may also feel embroiled in some type of forbidden romance. Either an attraction to
someone who is married, unavailable or just not reciprocating your interest will force you
to confront the limitations of your charm and attraction power.
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You could further frustrate yourself by trying to manipulate others into seeing your value
and desiring you as much as you desire them, or you can learn from the experience and
preserve your energy and attention for someone who recognizes your beauty and value.

Financial issues may surface and the consequences of splurging on yourself or others in
the recent past may become apparent. Self discipline will help you settle financial matters
once again.

Saturn quincunx Venus will transit in your 3rd house from 2023/05/02 to 2023/08/05.
The meaning of Saturn in house 3 is displayed above
Importance of this transit for Alice:

*****
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By creating a quincunx with your natal True Node, Saturn suggests some changes.

This transit happens from 2023/05/03 to 2023/08/04.
Peak dates: from 2023/06/13 to 2023/06/22.

Favourable for: Adjusting your routines, schedules, business and financial plans to support
your higher purpose.

Adverse for: Getting lost in unimportant trivia and details, missing opportunities for
Karmic lessons.

Suggestion: Don’t overlook the lessons in your current struggles, instead make adjustments
to your routines and schedules, make time for the things that help you fulfill your destiny.

Reading: You may be limited from pursuing what you believe your path to be. A higher
consciousness is guiding you but you may be too preoccupied with feeding into the
mentality of injustice or oppression to instead see your path to success.

Try to work with the frameworks around you even those that feel restrictive.
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You will have the opportunities to grow but the path may not be clear yet or you may have
to overcome some personal challenges which teach you to change your perspective.

Avoid victim mentality at this time. Try to see the Karmic patterns which shape your
present circumstances rather than placing blame.

Saturn quincunx True Node will transit in your 3rd house from 2023/05/03 to 2023/08/04.
The meaning of Saturn in house 3 is displayed above
Importance of this transit for Alice:

*****
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The effects of a quincunx by Saturn transiting on your natal Pholus are written below.

This transit happens from 2023/05/11 to 2023/07/26.
Peak dates: from 2023/06/14 to 2023/06/21.

Reading: You may find it challenging to work through limitations and remain productive
in the midst of a crisis or turning point now.

Changes around you may be beyond your control. You have the potential to become
focused, disciplined and to take responsibility for protecting others and creating security
in the midst of a dramatic crisis now.

Yet until you deal with your own inner insecurities, you will have to struggle to overcome
your fears and take responsibility for your growth and foundation during this time.

Saturn quincunx Pholus will transit in your 3rd house from 2023/05/11 to 2023/07/26.
The meaning of Saturn in house 3 is displayed above
Importance of this transit for Alice:

*****
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The effects of a trine by Saturn transiting on your natal Chiron are written below.

This transit happens from 2023/01/01 to 2023/01/29.
Peak dates: from 2023/01/10 to 2023/01/12.

Favourable for: Finding patience and practicality to turn traumas into opportunities for
healing.

Adverse for: Overcommitment to your goals or overcompensating for past losses by
working too hard.

Suggestion: Make the most of your patience and practical focus now. Karmic opportunities
to release old wounds and create stability come easily now.

Reading: Your sense of responsibility and strong work ethic help you to overcome past
challenges and traumas now. You are given fortunate opportunities to create greater
security and success in finance, career and business now. Your unique viewpoint and
experience shaped by past wounds helps to give you an advantage now.

You are able to step into leadership positions or manage complicated tasks now and others
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trust in you as a solid and reliable influence. You have much to offer as a guide and healer
because of your past experiences even if you have not completely resolved past wounds.

Karmic lessons arise now and timing is working in your favor. You are able to draw on
your unique wisdom and may appear to have advanced knowledge and greater maturity
because of your sensitivity to issues surrounding finances, security, business and tradition.

You are in a unique position to create greater stability by addressing your own wounds and
past wounds.

Saturn trine Chiron will transit in your 3rd house from 2023/01/01 to 2023/01/29.
The meaning of Saturn in house 3 is displayed above
Importance of this transit for Alice:

*****
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Some of your inner attitudes will be shaped by transiting Saturn sextile on your natal Ceres.

This transit happens from 2023/01/23 to 2023/02/25.
Peak dates: from 2023/02/07 to 2023/02/10.

Reading: Your compassion and nurturing are easily channeled through your tough love
style. You may find fulfillment from connecting with the past or with your heritage.

You will also find opportunities to help others feel grounded and protected, helping those
you love become anchored to a strong foundation now.

This is an important time to set a solid foundation and boundaries in your relationships.
Others will appreciate knowing your limits and may feel more nurtured because of your
high standards now.

Saturn sextile Ceres will transit in your 3rd house from 2023/01/23 to 2023/02/25.
The meaning of Saturn in house 3 is displayed above
Importance of this transit for Alice:

*****
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Circling the sky, Saturn and your natal Vesta form a sextile.

This transit happens from 2023/01/31 to 2023/03/05.
Peak dates: from 2023/02/15 to 2023/02/18.

Reading: Taking the time to create order, structure and routines can now help you fulfill
your spiritual calling and find a stronger connection to your higher Source.

You may also find it easier to understand your spiritual path when you break down your
ideals into tangible rules, routines and rituals. During this time you may find it easier to
follow your ideals through work and by taking on responsibilities or tasks that help you to
feel purified and enlightened.

Physical reminders of your spiritual work is also helpful now. You may need to make time
to pay attention to the details in your spiritual life now.

Saturn sextile Vesta will transit in your 3rd house from 2023/01/31 to 2023/03/05.
The meaning of Saturn in house 3 is displayed above
Importance of this transit for Alice:

*****
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Introduction to Uranus’ yearly transits

Look to Uranus’ transits to learn what unexpected surprises are in store for the year.
Uranus helps you prepare for radical changes that break apart the foundation you’ve gotten
used to. How exactly this will play out is often anyone’s guess. That’s because Uranus’s
specialty is to defy the odds.

When Uranus transits an area of your Natal Chart, what appears to be a lucky break may
prove more challenging than expected. Also, what you feared may be a major challenge
may turn out to be a blessing in disguise. You never know exactly how things will look
when the dust settles. But Uranus transits show where you would be better off not
expecting history to repeat itself. Uranus shows where you really need to expect the
unexpected.

If Uranus transits your Sixth House this year, for example, everything about your routines
and daily lifestyle may change dramatically. You may also undertake work that is highly
unusual. You may also dabble with some unusual or radically new diet or experiment with
major lifestyle changes.

Uranus defies expectations. When Uranus transits a particular part of your Natal Chart,
nothing will be the same and you may as well consider any plans to be a possibility,
nothing is set in stone. Uranus transits also show where you need to be more open minded.
When Uranus transits your Fifth House, you may dramatically redefine how you express
your creativity, artistic talents and sense of competition.

Uranus transiting your Natal Chart can bring disruptions. When you know which areas of
your life will be impacted by a Uranus transit, it’s best to just not plan too much detail for
that part of your life. Instead, consider any plans to just be a “rough draft” subject to
extreme changes. The more you can open your mind to things you weren’t expecting, the
easier the transit will be.
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Uranus' transits on Alice's natal chart for the year.
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The focus of the following interpretation is about a trine by transiting Uranus on your natal
Midheaven.

This transit happens from 2023/01/01 to 2023/07/13, and from 2023/10/16 to 2023/12/31.
Peak dates: from 2023/04/13 to 2023/05/10.

Favourable for: Embracing new directions, change and innovation to improve your career
prospects, freeing yourself from a stagnant work environment.

Adverse for: Unexpected changes in career which require adjustment beyond your
comfort zone.

Suggestion: Roll with the changes and take opportunities to advance your career even if
you did not initiate them. Keep a positive perspective about changes beyond your control
and be open to learning.

Reading: During this transit many opportunities will open for your professional life,
reinforced by your enhanced creativity.
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You can spark innovations in different areas of your job, including in unconventional
ways to spark developments.

To better express your creativity, you want to be free from any restriction.

High technology, as well as more traditional but non-mainstream disciplines like astrology
or consciousness studies will be favored.

Uranus trine Midheaven will transit in your 6th house from 2023/01/01 to 2023/07/13, and
from 2023/10/16 to 2023/12/31.

During this transit you want to work in an independent and creative way, where you feel
free to express your creativity.

Especially, you won't tolerate any more hierarchies and bureaucracies in the workplace.
Innovation and a prominent role of high technology are your goals in your job.

If you don't process the needed transformations about your job, you may somatize the
tensions through health issues.
Importance of this transit for Alice:

*****
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Uranus transiting shapes an opposition with your natal Mercury.

This transit happens from 2023/01/01 to 2023/04/25.
Peak dates: from 2023/01/17 to 2023/01/28.

Favourable for: Overcoming obstacles to understanding and communication, expanding
your mind.

Adverse for: Impulsively blurting out the first thing on your mind.

Suggestion: Be open to epiphanies but aware of mishaps involving communications. Gain
clarity and avoid unnecessary confrontation.

Reading: Fast mind, fast thoughts, restless behaviour.

As soon as you get an idea, another one comes to your mind. You are in an intellectual
creative stage where anything is possible on the mental level, but you don't think that your
ideas aren't much use if they aren't grounded in reality.

As much as your intuition are fascinating, they look quite radical for people around you.
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This may create clashes, especially if your ideas are permeated with a fundamentalism
attitude.

We suggest you to slow down the pace of your thoughts or you may lose the connection
with reality and have troubles with your nervous system and with sleeping.

Uranus opposition Mercury will transit in your 6th house from 2023/01/01 to 2023/04/25.
The meaning of Uranus in house 6 is displayed above
Importance of this transit for Alice:

*****
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While transiting in the sky, Uranus reaches an opposition to your natal Sun.

This transit happens from 2023/01/01 to 2023/04/14.
Peak dates: from 2023/01/18 to 2023/01/28.

Favourable for: Abrupt changes which allow you to break from tradition.

Adverse for: Chaos, restlessness, rebellion just for the sake of rebellion, becoming
argumentative or alienated.

Suggestion: Break free from limiting beliefs and boring routines, find unusual ways to
express your creative energy, invite profound change into your life.

Reading: You feel a strong drive toward freedom and self-expression.

However, you may be tempted to act out this desire in a disorderly way, thinking that
some people or circumstances want to restrict you.

You may have troubles with people in power, people safeguarding old structures or
fatherly figures.
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It's difficult to accept the needed changes when inner and outer conditions bring
unexpected turns.

The suggestion is to carefully evaluate what is actually a creative innovation and what is
just rebellion to any form of authority.

Uranus opposition Sun will transit in your 6th house from 2023/01/01 to 2023/04/14.
The meaning of Uranus in house 6 is displayed above
Importance of this transit for Alice:

*****
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The energies associated with your natal Lilith are blended by a square by transiting Uranus.

This transit happens from 2023/01/01 to 2023/04/05.
Peak dates: from 2023/01/07 to 2023/01/11, and from 2023/02/04 to 2023/02/08.

Favourable for: Overcoming restrictions and embracing your raw, edgy nature.

Adverse for: Misdirected rage and impulsive reactionary change.

Suggestion: Treat conflicts as opportunities to break down barriers and find your true inner
nature. Follow your instincts and don’t let tradition limit you from expanding your vision.

Reading: Unexpected changes and dramatic circumstances can bring out your desire to
rebel and pursue your individual desires regardless of the status quo.

You may be faced with a backlash for stirring up controversy now. You may also have to
face your desires and see your deeper longings as valid even if others don’t show you the
validation you deserve.

Uranus square Lilith will transit in your 6th house from 2023/01/01 to 2023/04/05.
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The meaning of Uranus in house 6 is displayed above
Importance of this transit for Alice:

*****
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Uranus transiting shapes a quincunx with your natal Chiron.

This transit happens from 2023/06/27 to 2023/11/02.
Peak dates: from 2023/08/23 to 2023/09/04.

Favourable for: Making adjustments between your individualistic, eccentric side and your
need for healing and release.

Adverse for: Avoiding necessary changes and sabotaging opportunities for healing and
individuation.

Suggestion: Embrace your unique view and creativity, give yourself the freedom to follow
your intuition and wisdom.

Reading: You have the potential to find greater healing and to inspire others as an
unconventional and dynamic, creative innovator but first you must work through
insecurities pertaining to your individuality. You may vacillate between feeling the need to
do everything on your own, or struggle to overcome group-think now.

When you find a balance between trusting your inner voice and unique vision and the
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power of community, you will have the right balance to leverage your intense creative
energy as a healer.

This is an important time to accept your unique attributes and allow yourself to be
embraced by community, even an unusual community of like minded people who
understand your past wounds and are instrumental to helping you overcome your
insecurities.

Uranus quincunx Chiron will transit in your 6th house from 2023/06/27 to 2023/11/02.
The meaning of Uranus in house 6 is displayed above
Importance of this transit for Alice:

*****
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A trine between Uranus transiting on your natal Jupiter produces the following outcomes.

This transit happens from 2023/01/01 to 2023/03/23.
Peak dates: from 2023/01/19 to 2023/01/27.

Favourable for: Unexpected good fortune and sudden changes which usher in new
opportunities for success in career, higher education or travel.

Adverse for: Impulsivity, lacking focus and abruptly jumping from one dream to the next.

Suggestion: Fortunate changes are taking place, be sure to keep your plans and highest
intentions in sight so as not to get lost in the chaos of numerous lucky breaks and drastic
changes.

Reading: During this time you may experience a sudden positive event that changes your
life.

You flow with the existence and feel a new sense of freedom and the chance to expand
your creativity.
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New philosophies and social connections open up for you.

You may commit your efforts toward social and humanitarian issues and organizations,
challenging the status quo and the established powers.

Uranus trine Jupiter will transit in your 6th house from 2023/01/01 to 2023/03/23.
The meaning of Uranus in house 6 is displayed above
Importance of this transit for Alice:

*****
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Some of your inner attitudes will be shaped by transiting Uranus trine on your natal
Neptune.

This transit happens from 2023/07/14 to 2023/10/15.
Peak dates: from 2023/08/25 to 2023/09/03.

Favourable for: Spiritual breakthroughs and higher perspective, new and dramatic changes
in relationships and new opportunities to express your creativity.

Adverse for: Shocking or impulsive changes that can damage your relationships.

Suggestion: Be open to unexpected opportunities to connect with unusual groups. Align
with higher spiritual understanding or express your creative side.

Reading: You are now more interested in the ultimate meaning of life. You want to expand
your spiritual culture and experiences.

You are supported in your quest by intuition and insights, which you can enjoy also in
your relationships and work.
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You wish to bring compassion and spiritual values to society and politics.

Spirituality and social ideals are at the forefront now, while a materialistic attitude
becomes secondary.

Uranus trine Neptune will transit in your 6th house from 2023/07/14 to 2023/10/15.
The meaning of Uranus in house 6 is displayed above
Importance of this transit for Alice:

*****
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This time you get the effects of a quincunx by Uranus transiting on your natal Eros.

This transit happens from 2023/01/01 to 2023/03/11.
Peak dates: from 2023/01/20 to 2023/01/26.

Reading: During this time you may find it challenging to express your individual desire for
pleasure and sensuality.

You may want to push the limits and break the rules yet your interests may be rejected by
society or feared as taboo by others. Though you are on the brink of a breakthrough, it is
important for you to not take on the judgments and limitations of those who are not yet
ready to embrace your fantasies or ideas of attraction and arousal.

During this time, find clarity and confidence in your own desires and fantasies. You may
then have the opportunity to help others break through the limitations they face around
free sexual expression.

Uranus quincunx Eros will transit in your 6th house from 2023/01/01 to 2023/03/11.
The meaning of Uranus in house 6 is displayed above
Importance of this transit for Alice:

*****
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Introduction to Neptune’s yearly transits

Neptune’s transits point out where you’ll have to face illusions and work past wishful
thinking in order to embrace true healing. Neptune shows where you may have the
opportunity for deeper healing and spiritual connection on a more intimate level.

Neptune shows where you may need to apply your spiritual ideals and also how your
intuition may be most activated. But Neptune transits aren’t always easy. Depending on the
details, such as whether Neptune is making difficult aspects to other planets or is in a sign
also associated with illusions, Neptune’s transits to your Natal chart may call you to face
any magical thinking that is getting in the way of your ability to deal with reality.

Neptune’s transits will also point out your blind spots. Neptune transiting your Seventh
House may lead to lessons about not idealizing a partner but also about nurturing
unconditional love with a spiritually connected partner. You may have the basis for a
deeply satisfying relationship, but only if you work through illusions and see your partner
for who they really are.

Neptune transiting your Natal chart making favorable aspects, such as to Venus or to your
Natal Moon, may indicate times of improved creativity in love and strong emotional
bonds. But Neptune’s transit, when it includes inharmonious aspects, may bring the need
for a wake up call that challenges your illusions.

Often, there is a bigger spiritual lesson in the background if you first work through the
illusions presented.
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Neptune's transits on Alice's natal chart for the year.
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A sextile between Neptune transiting on your natal Neptune produces the following outcomes.

This transit happens from 2023/01/01 to 2023/12/31.
Peak dates: from 2023/03/14 to 2023/03/23, from 2023/10/24 to 2023/11/15, and from
2023/12/28 to 2023/12/31.

Favourable for: Attraction in love and romance, expressing your compassionate and
mystical nature.

Adverse for: Losing yourself in relationships and following the demands of others.

Suggestion: Take every opportunity to charm those around you and take advantage of your
attraction energy. Fine tune your intuition and embrace opportunities to heal.

Reading: You are more deeply connected with others and absorb the feelings of those
around you. More sensitive to energy from your surroundings, you may become
withdrawn.
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Relationships bring greater mutual understanding. Be careful not to constantly sacrifice
yourself for the benefit of others.

You may become lost in relationships with others, taking on the personality traits,
preferences and ideas of those close to you like a chameleon.

If you are typically bold and outgoing, you become subtler and passive under this transit,
opting to receive energy from your surroundings rather than forcing your will onto the
world around you.

Neptune sextile Neptune will transit in your 4th house from 2023/01/01 to 2023/12/31.

Your compassion and devotion to family is emphasized, perhaps some of these
relationships are tested as Karmic issues or crises requiring healing and a shift in beliefs
take place effecting those closest to you.

You may feel confusion about the direction your personal, including family life, is taking.
Your ideal view of what home and family should look like is guiding you as you make
decisions. Still it will be difficult for you to navigate through the maze of mixed emotions,
sorting out illusion from reality.

You may make subtle changes to the home to create a more artistic and spiritual
atmosphere. Your spiritual beliefs may take on a shift away from your native cultural or
religious beliefs. You will likely want to share your new perspective with family.
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Relationships with members of your family and household become deeper. Family roles
may become ambiguous. Misunderstandings can occur if too much is assumed. Your
needs will likely take a back seat as you try to create harmony for others.

You may feel psychically and spiritually connected to family members in the Spirit realms
at this time or may experience a loss within family or home. Your spiritual beliefs help
you heal and cope with loss.
Importance of this transit for Alice:

*****
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This time you get the effects of a quincunx by Neptune transiting on your natal Moon.

This transit happens from 2023/03/06 to 2023/12/31.
Peak dates: from 2023/04/24 to 2023/05/08, and from 2023/08/26 to 2023/09/10.

Favourable for: Adapting to changing situations in family or relationships, finding deeper
emotional security and connection to others.

Adverse for: Avoiding facing your fears or dealing with anything that makes you feel
uncomfortable, avoiding intuition.

Suggestion: Draw on your spiritual beliefs and connection to help you heal on a deeper
level, adjust your expectations or relationships.

Reading: Your instincts and intuition are foggy at this time as unresolved emotional
wounds and deep insecurities masquerade as signals from the Universe.

You will have to discern truth from fantasy, facts from feelings and intuition from
impulse. It may take several rounds of misguided decisions before you get back on track
and are able to trust your instincts.
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Neptune quincunx Moon will transit in your 4th house from 2023/03/06 to 2023/12/31.
The meaning of Neptune in house 4 is displayed above
Importance of this transit for Alice:

*****
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This is what a square by Neptune transiting on your natal Ceres hints to.

This transit happens from 2023/03/07 to 2023/12/31.
Peak dates: from 2023/04/26 to 2023/05/09, and from 2023/08/25 to 2023/09/09.

Reading: This is a challenging time for you to show your vulnerability and compassion.

You may want to be nurturing and caring to those you love, but you’ll need to work
through insecurities and challenges to let your deeper instincts and emotional connection
come across clearly.

During this time you will feel intuitively compelled to show your love for others but
barriers may stand in the way. Try to use the conflicts as catalysts to be clear and assertive
about your need for nurturing and your love for others.

Neptune square Ceres will transit in your 4th house from 2023/03/07 to 2023/12/31.
The meaning of Neptune in house 4 is displayed above
Importance of this transit for Alice:

*****
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Neptune transiting forms a square with your natal Vesta.

This transit happens from 2023/04/01 to 2023/10/10.
Peak dates: from 2023/06/21 to 2023/07/10.

Reading: During this time you may find it difficult to fully give your devotion to your
spiritual mission.

You may seek escapist tactics to avoid your responsibility to an important calling now.
You may fear losing connection with a partner or other important loved ones if you fully
give your attention to your work now.

You may also fear the responsibilities or obligations involved in fulfilling your mission
now. If you work to overcome your insecurities and doubts, you’ll be able to serve others
as a healer now.

Neptune square Vesta will transit in your 4th house from 2023/04/01 to 2023/10/10.
The meaning of Neptune in house 4 is displayed above
Importance of this transit for Alice:

*****
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The energies associated with your natal Chiron are blended by a quincunx by transiting
Neptune.

This transit happens from 2023/01/01 to 2023/03/26, and from 2023/10/19 to 2023/12/31.
Peak dates: from 2023/01/21 to 2023/02/05.

Favourable for: Awakening to greater spiritual connection, embracing intuition and
creativity.

Adverse for: Finding clarity in confusion and self-delusions on the path to deeper healing.

Suggestion: Let creative endeavors and spiritual practices help you strengthen your healing
and awakening process.

Reading: This is an important time for you to potentially come to terms with your potential
as a healer and guide for others.

In order to fully appreciate your own power as a creative, compassionate and intuitive
person, you must first become comfortable with these aspects of yourself.
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Rather than avoiding or seeking escape from your past wounds, this is an important time
to go deeper into your own healing. Let creativity or spiritual practices lead you to face
and work through your emotional wounds.

In doing so you become a role model for others who recognize your sensitivity and
wisdom. Your unique perspective as a healer is built on your past experiences with your
own traumas and pain.

Neptune quincunx Chiron will transit in your 4th house from 2023/01/01 to 2023/03/26,
and from 2023/10/19 to 2023/12/31.
The meaning of Neptune in house 4 is displayed above
Importance of this transit for Alice:

*****
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Introduction to Pluto’s yearly transits

Pluto’s transit for the year marks areas of your life where you may experience loss and
also where you may have to undergo deep, dramatic, personal transformation. Pluto can
also indicate wealth and authority, power and initiation, in this deeper transformation.

Pluto can also show you where you need to dig beneath the surface to face hidden truths.
Pluto can guide you to face your fears. When Pluto transits important parts of your Natal
Chart, you may feel a heavy weight as if there is a dramatic issue that must be dealt with.
You may even feel like you’ve reached a dead end, and can no longer run or hide from an
issue you’ve previously been able to avoid.

Pluto transits may seem heavy because they are quite powerful and present a time of
serious introspection. The stakes may be higher or you may feel like you suddenly have
more to lose when Pluto makes an important transit to your Natal Chart.

When Pluto transits your Eighth House, for example, you may need to face a longstanding
issue with a business partner, perhaps even dissolving the shared assets and accepting a
loss. Or you may be challenged to step into your own power and authority, standing up for
your interests in a shared investment or shared assets. A loss or powerful transformation
during this transit may feel like a death and rebirth process.

When Pluto transits your Fourth House, you may make a dramatic discovery about your
family or parents that forever changes your relationship. You may feel like you’ve lost
some aspect of connection with home or family or you may need to dramatically change
your home or living situation.

Pluto transits can trigger you to let go because a change is long overdue, yet in the
immediate sense, you may need to accept hidden truths and grieve the illusions you used to
have about whatever area of life the transit is affecting. 
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Pluto's transits on Alice's natal chart for the year.
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This is what a conjunction by Pluto transiting on your natal Uranus hints to.

This transit happens from 2023/01/01 to 2023/12/31.
Peak dates: from 2023/04/14 to 2023/05/20.

Favourable for: Unexpected and intense changes that allow you to reinvent yourself.

Adverse for: Impulsivity, extremism, losses, crises and conflicts.

Suggestion: Harness your power and confidence and be prepared to pursue your individual
goals, change directions and put closure on the past.

Reading: Eccentricity, innovation and insight abound.

You have difficulty with any type of external authority imposed on you. At the same time
you will also struggle with self-discipline.

You feel a restless need to break out of any framework placed on you and bring energy of
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reformation and regeneration to every area of your life and to society at large.

Your ideas may clash with the status quo and rebellion ensues. You will not accept
superficial answers to your deeper questions and may become obsessed with unearthing
underlying truths.

Conspiracy theories, unorthodox beliefs and taboos are given credibility as you seek out
esoteric knowledge and become interested in mysterious topics.

You experience ground shaking shifts in energy and major changes to your lifestyle that
may be sudden and unexpected but will have far reaching results.

These changes are not just on a personal front but also include eruptions and social unrest
in communities and society at large. You are in the midst of a paradigm shift and trying to
find your place in the process.

Pluto conjunction Uranus will transit in your 2nd house from 2023/01/01 to 2023/12/31.

You are called to re-evaluate what you value. Circumstances involving drastic change or
losses may cause you to get back to the bare bones of discerning what you need versus
what you want.

Your financial situation changes dramatically and, in the process, old fears are dredged to
the surface to be confronted. Attitudes about money, wealth, power and security are
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challenged so that you can release any old patterns of thinking that had been steeped in
illusions.

You may become obsessive about securing more money or wealth. Hobbies or collections
can become obsessions as well and you may begin hoarding material objects as a means of
false security. Be mindful not to resort to deceit and underhanded behavior to acquire
wealth and possessions, although you may be tempted to do so under this transit.

Your relationship with money and any beliefs you have about money as it relates to power
will be put under a microscope and examined closely. You will be challenged to alter some
of these beliefs.

Your focus, determination, and connection to powerful people can help you advance your
financial standing but you must also be careful not to become fixated on money for the
sake of money.
Importance of this transit for Alice:

*****
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Pluto meets your natal Saturn through a sextile.

This transit happens from 2023/01/22 to 2023/08/27, and from 2023/11/23 to 2023/12/31.
Peak dates: from 2023/04/19 to 2023/05/14.

Favourable for: Positive breakthroughs, personal empowerment and changing course to
ensure security and success.

Adverse for: Breaking from tradition, loss of stability, separations in personal relationships
or business.

Suggestion: Make the most of challenges now, look for opportunities to prune your social
network, end or change a relationship or reinvent your business or career goals.

Reading: You feel a deep awareness that the path you need to take may not be lining up
with your current routines, relationships and lifestyle.

Changes will take place that help eliminate distractions and release you from relationship
patterns that were hindering your growth.
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Others may act as catalysts for some of these changes. You may feel the undercurrent of
karmic energy as you experience what it is like to walk in others’ shoes. This is not a
punishment, but an opportunity to expand your understanding of and connection to others.

You may feel bound to some relationships by a sense of responsibility. Situations will arise
to help you release relationships that have become codependent or unhealthy.

Decisions you make now will have long-term consequences, slow down and reflect on the
deeper ramifications of your choices.

Pluto sextile Saturn will transit in your 2nd house from 2023/01/22 to 2023/08/27, and
from 2023/11/23 to 2023/12/31.
The meaning of Pluto in house 2 is displayed above
Importance of this transit for Alice:

*****
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Pluto transiting conjunction on your natal Neptune is going to trigger something in yourself
and in your life.

This transit happens from 2023/01/01 to 2023/02/18, and from 2023/07/19 to 2023/12/27.
Peak dates: from 2023/01/01 to 2023/01/08, and from 2023/10/04 to 2023/10/17.

Favourable for: Deep spiritual healing and transformation, getting clear about your
fantasies and desires, having the authority and power to act on your vision.

Adverse for: Misusing your authority, poor boundaries, pursuit of pleasure and control
instead of growth and transcendence.

Suggestion: See truth through illusions now, pursue a new path to enlightenment, trust your
intuition and master your spiritual practices now.

Reading: Profound spiritual awakening occurs at this time.

You are shedding any and all illusions and coming face to face with essential truths. Your
beliefs will be altered and you may be attracted to a new spiritual path or otherwise seek
spirituality in a significantly different way at this time.
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Your path of personal evolution is accelerated at this time as old wounds are healed and
you are finally able to release old patterns of thinking and illusions which previously kept
you trapped in illusions of control.

You feel as if you are operating on a higher plane, seeing the big picture and working to
resolve deep seated issues on both the material, psychological and spiritual planes.

Your relationships have an intense, ethereal and mystical undertone to them.

You are grappling with the undercurrents of your own mind. Intuition and psychic
connection are strong. Your dreams may seem more real than waking life and are likely
offering you significant clues and intuitive guidance.

Otherworldly guidance is likely to have a powerful impression on you, be it through
synchronicity, spirit communication, divination or dream work.

You have a sixth sense about things and need to focus your attention on getting to the root
of the matter. Don’t let anxiety and fear of the unknown paralyze you.

Your moods may be deep and reflective. Though your imagination is powerfully activated,
don’t let whims and wishful thinking distract you from what is otherwise a powerful time
of transformation and growth.

Pluto conjunction Neptune will transit in your 2nd house from 2023/01/01 to 2023/02/18,
and from 2023/07/19 to 2023/12/27.
The meaning of Pluto in house 2 is displayed above
Importance of this transit for Alice:

*****
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This is what a sextile by Pluto transiting on your natal Ascendant hints to.

This transit happens from 2023/02/08 to 2023/08/02, and from 2023/12/16 to 2023/12/31.
Peak dates: from 2023/04/22 to 2023/05/11.

Favourable for: Harnessing your power and confidence, acting as a leader or making
dramatic changes to your appearance.

Adverse for: Losses or hardships which force you to change your appearance or
mannerisms.

Suggestion: Focus on healing and building your confidence, use your image and influence
to establish credibility as an authority.

Reading: You exude power and self-control at this time, whether you feel this way inside
or not.

Others are drawn to you like a magnet. You have a greater degree of influence on those
around you under this transit.
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New relationships and romances surface under this transit. Relationships move at a fast
pace and you become intimately involved with significant others in a short amount of
time. Others find you irresistible and you feel compelled to connect with others on a deep
intimate level.

Sexuality is explored and sexual experiences which explore power and domination are
likely. You are also more likely to explore sexual practices previously considered taboo
and may question your sexuality altogether at this time.

You are supported and encouraged in your career and other endeavors by powerful and
influential people. Opportunities arise for you to take on leadership roles in relationships
and career. You embrace your own personal strength and leadership abilities with positive
feedback from others.

Pluto sextile Ascendant will transit in your 2nd house from 2023/02/08 to 2023/08/02, and
from 2023/12/16 to 2023/12/31.
The meaning of Pluto in house 2 is displayed above
Importance of this transit for Alice:

*****
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This is what a sextile by Pluto transiting on your natal Pluto hints to.

This transit happens from 2023/02/19 to 2023/07/19, and from 2023/12/27 to 2023/12/31.
Peak dates: from 2023/04/24 to 2023/05/09.

Favourable for: Connecting with influential people, gaining recognition for your talents
and leadership.

Adverse for: Insisting on only having your way, not taking direction from others.

Suggestion: Show initiative and step up to the plate to lead others, use your powers of
persuasion wisely.

Reading: You are coming into greater connection with inner power. Significant others help
influence you in positive ways so that this surge of energy is channeled toward your
highest good.

You may be guided by others to find your true gifts and refine skills that will significant
impact on the world around you. Your empowerment is directly tied to transformation
happening on both a personal and global scale.
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Your relationships may shift significantly. Relationships you thought would be long lasting
may dissolve or change. You are able to endure challenges at this time due to powerful
mentors and influential significant others.

Pluto sextile Pluto will transit in your 2nd house from 2023/02/19 to 2023/07/19, and from
2023/12/27 to 2023/12/31.
The meaning of Pluto in house 2 is displayed above
Importance of this transit for Alice:

*****
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The effects of a quincunx by Pluto transiting on your natal Moon are written below.

This transit happens from 2023/01/01 to 2023/02/02, and from 2023/08/09 to 2023/12/09.
Peak dates: from 2023/01/01 to 2023/01/08, and from 2023/10/08 to 2023/10/15.

Favourable for: Releasing old Karmic issues and breaking cycles of control, manipulation
and insecurities especially related to home and family life.

Adverse for: Avoiding deeper issues and lessons, distracting yourself with lust for power,
wealth or control of others.

Suggestion: Learn from the past and release old patterns now, purge your house of excess
clutter, work on closure and learn to nurture yourself in new ways.

Reading: You may feel magnetically drawn to situations that are on the edge of taboo or
that present an air of intensity or danger.

You may feel like playing with fire and will likely need to experience a battle of wills with
people around you before you find ways to work with the power of your own intuition and
emotions without manipulating people or situations around you.
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You are also given the opportunity for deeper emotional healing but may resist this out of
fear or insecurity. If you feel like you are losing control, you are, in some ways. Free
yourself from the need to control the situation and allow emotions to flow through you as
needed.

Pluto quincunx Moon will transit in your 2nd house from 2023/01/01 to 2023/02/02, and
from 2023/08/09 to 2023/12/09.
The meaning of Pluto in house 2 is displayed above
Importance of this transit for Alice:

*****
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Introduction to True Lunar Node’s yearly transits

The True Lunar Node’s transits show where you’ll be compelled to move forward,
advancing on your path in the coming year. This is a point associated with Karma, and
though the North Node’s transits compel you to emerge from your comfort zone and
embrace the unfamiliar, you may feel an intuitive tug to take on a new direction during
these transits anyway.

Karmic lessons and opportunities to follow your destiny are associated with the transits of
the Lunar Node. This transit shows where you need to step out of your comfort zone.
When the True Lunar Node makes a transit on your Fifth House, for example, you may
suddenly feel the urge to create or to start a family. You may also take on a more
instrumental role as a positive influence for children and young people.

Wherever the North Node transits, some crucial aspect of your destiny and fate are
activated in this location. When the North Node transits your Twelfth House, even
unexpected illness or injuries can trigger deeper healing and spiritual integration and this
can set you on a path aligned with your calling. When the North Node transits your Third
House, you may discover new ways of thinking that help you serve your purpose.

Favorable aspects the North Node makes while transiting your Natal Chart can help trigger
advancement, personal evolution and growth on a Soul level. Challenging aspects made
during this transit can make you feel confused about the path you know you need to take,
perhaps you feel compelled to make certain changes but you don’t fully understand why
yet. You may also doubt your instincts or feel frustrated by the path ahead.

Look to the True Lunar Node to gain insight about where you need to focus your energy in
the year ahead in order to fulfill your destiny or personal mission.
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True Node's transits on Alice's natal chart for the year.
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The outcome of a trine by True Node transiting on your natal Moon is explained below.

This transit happens from 2023/07/14 to 2023/12/17.
Peak dates: from 2023/08/14 to 2023/08/29.

Favourable for: Fortunate breakthroughs which help you clear emotional blocks and
nurture your path to success.

Adverse for: Taking opportunities for granted, not recognizing the greater purpose for
your relationships or business opportunities.

Suggestion: Take full advantage of the lucky breaks that currently help you advance in
business, home life and family relationships but remember your higher purpose and
pursue your larger goals.

Reading: You can experience significant healing on an emotional level and will learn new
ways to honor your feelings and intuition. At this time you are likely to experience
breakthroughs in awareness and higher sensitivity. You are learning to be more receptive
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to others’ energy and also how to nurture others in a more compassionate way without
projecting your unmet needs onto those around you.

Your ability to heal your Inner Child and nurture yourself will also be amplified at this
time and you may come to honor yourself in a new way, rather than downplaying your
intuition and ignoring feelings in favor of your rational side.

New developments in family or in business could send you down a very different path and
one unlike any you have experienced before. You are likely to become more emotionally
in tune and aware as part of this process.

True Node trine Moon will transit in your 5th house from 2023/07/14 to 2023/12/17.

You will have new enthusiasm and confidence which you didn’t have before.

Your creativity soars and you have faith in the world around you and in your abilities. You
may have to stretch outside of your comfort zone and embrace a bold new attitude.

All of these changes in perception and identity will serve to usher in a new part of your
path in which you are comfortable in your own skin and self assured about what your
purpose is and how to fulfill it.

You will likely embrace opportunities for leadership and creative expression with greater
ease at this time.
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Allow yourself to reach for the stars, there is a feeling of divine timing and synchronicity
helping you to attract the people and resources you will need to succeed in the long term.
Importance of this transit for Alice:

*****
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Circling the sky, True Node and your natal Neptune form a square.

This transit happens from 2023/08/03 to 2023/12/26.
Peak dates: from 2023/09/13 to 2023/09/27.

Favourable for: Pursuing emotional healing which helps you to clear blocks and sabotage
and pursue your higher path.

Adverse for: Becoming frustrated with obstacles and retreating inward rather than dealing
with conflicts.

Suggestion: Use your creativity and empathy to appeal to others who can help you work
through obstacles, take a different perspective and be adaptable now.

Reading: You may feel that you have found your path and your higher calling but are
likely to be deceiving yourself.

Be careful of grandiosity and wishful thinking. Your ideals may be solid but the path you
think you need to take in order to embody them may involve some level of escapism.
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Even spirituality can become a drug or escape for you if you are not careful to maintain
some balance.

You may have high hopes for a smooth transition to enlightenment and underestimate how
much will be demanded of you if you are truly to make needed changes.

Rather than retreating or giving up, draw on your spiritual connection and ability to
transcend present obstacles and you will be able to go with the flow and work through
challenges.

True Node square Neptune will transit in your 5th house from 2023/08/03 to 2023/12/26.
The meaning of True Node in house 5 is displayed above
Importance of this transit for Alice:

*****
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True Node transiting trine on your natal Mars is going to trigger something in yourself and in
your life.

This transit happens from 2023/02/23 to 2023/07/18.
Peak dates: from 2023/06/06 to 2023/06/20.

Favourable for: Fortunate opportunities to take initiative and act in ways that help you
advance your ambitions and pursue your higher goals.

Adverse for: Carelessness, complacency, reckless decisions.

Suggestion: Act with confidence and decisiveness and accept opportunities to lead and
advance your status and agenda, follow your higher calling, avoid distractions.

Reading: Your focus is finely tuned at this time and your motivation is super charged. You
may be striking out on your own or in an independent direction, but you are sure to find
your path and land on your feet because you have made up your mind that nothing will
stand in your way.

You may be fully developing into your personal power and showing the world your
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courage and strength. You will test your limits and come to understand what you are truly
made of.

This is a great time to take action on longings and urges that you previously were too
afraid to pursue. Some degree of risk is involved but you are being led by a powerful
energy and drawn as if magnetically to initiate changes in your life right now.

You may become more comfortable speaking your truth, cutting ties with others, and
asserting your needs without letting anger overpower you or backing down in passivity.

True Node trine Mars will transit in your 5th house from 2023/02/23 to 2023/07/18.
The meaning of True Node in house 5 is displayed above
Importance of this transit for Alice:

*****
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The effects of an opposition by True Node transiting on your natal Chiron are written
below.

This transit happens from 2023/08/20 to 2023/12/31.
Peak dates: from 2023/12/01 to 2023/12/14.

Favourable for: Facing and resolving obstacles to following your higher path.

Adverse for: Avoiding responsibility for taking risks that would help you advance.

Suggestion: Take the initiative to overcome insecurities and self-sabotage so you can
advance toward your higher purpose now.

Reading: This is an important time to reconcile conflicts between past wounds and traumas
and your greater purpose. Your intuition will not let you rest until you face your larger
path and follow your instincts even if the process becomes uncomfortable.

You need to face past insecurities and wounds that are keeping you in self-limiting
situations. In doing so you can proceed to step into your power and fulfill your mission as
a healer, leader and guide.
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Your intuition may be strengthened now and it is important to find the confidence to
overcome past wounds and self-doubts. You have the ability to chart a new course which
aligns with your purpose and destiny but greater healing is a part of this process.

True Node opposition Chiron will transit in your 5th house from 2023/08/20 to 2023/12/31.
The meaning of True Node in house 5 is displayed above
Importance of this transit for Alice:

*****
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By creating a quincunx with your natal Pallas, True Node suggests some changes.

This transit happens from 2023/03/05 to 2023/07/03.
Peak dates: from 2023/05/25 to 2023/05/31, and from 2023/06/02 to 2023/06/07.

Reading: During this time your desire to fulfill your personal mission and advance on your
path may be at odds with the role you need to play as a strategist or mentor toward others.

You may have deeper insecurities that lead you to back down from your mission or miss
opportunities to advance your vision and agenda. You may have to face deeper challenges
and push yourself outside of your comfort zone so that you can carry your agenda forward
and work toward greater justice for society.

True Node quincunx Pallas will transit in your 5th house from 2023/03/05 to 2023/07/03.
The meaning of True Node in house 5 is displayed above
Importance of this transit for Alice:

*****
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The outcome of a quincunx by True Node transiting on your natal Ascendant is explained
below.

This transit happens from 2023/03/09 to 2023/07/07.
Peak dates: from 2023/06/07 to 2023/06/19.

Favourable for: Making adjustments to your perception of who you are and what you are
meant to do.

Adverse for: Not learning from past issues, repeating mistakes or ignoring your calling.

Suggestion: Delve deeper into your healing process so you can stop sabotaging yourself and
work to advance your mission.

Reading: Powerful Karmic lessons are delivered through partnerships.

Whether business partnerships or romantic, you are looking in the mirror when facing
others and as your transition to greater self awareness unfolds, you are likely to be
uncomfortable with the reflection you see through those around you.
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You may have to learn greater lessons regarding unconditional love, cooperation and
collaboration. You may not be as receptive to the advice of others as you could be.

You may lose yourself in relationships as you are not yet adept at maintaining healthy
boundaries. Those lessons are developing through experiences at this time.

True Node quincunx Ascendant will transit in your 5th house from 2023/03/09 to
2023/07/07.
The meaning of True Node in house 5 is displayed above
Importance of this transit for Alice:

*****
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This time you get the effects of a square by True Node transiting on your natal Uranus.

This transit happens from 2023/05/21 to 2023/08/09.
Peak dates: from 2023/07/06 to 2023/07/14.

Favourable for: Embracing dramatic change, learning from tense situations, clarifying
your ideals and boundaries.

Adverse for: The temptation to strike out on your own or abandon your path or
collaborators.

Suggestion: Be open to surprising and innovative ways to work around problems but don’t
avoid conflicts altogether. Learn from friction and adapt to changes.

Reading: You are being intuitively led and could be on the brink of making significant
changes that launch you into a powerful new direction on your path. In spite of the urgent
feeling that something profoundly new and exciting is underway, you may be resisting
these changes or trying to fit into someone else’s definition of life.

You will feel the tension between your desire for independence and change and the desire
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to remain comfortable. This will eventually be a catalyst for you to embrace the
tumultuous energy of this time of transition and reap the benefits of risks taken now.

True Node square Uranus will transit in your 5th house from 2023/05/21 to 2023/08/09.
The meaning of True Node in house 5 is displayed above
Importance of this transit for Alice:

*****
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True Node meets your natal Sun through an opposition.

This transit happens from 2023/01/01 to 2023/02/06.
Peak dates: from 2023/01/01 to 2023/01/04.

Favourable for: Finding common ground between your identity and strengths and your
higher purpose.

Adverse for: Fighting against your higher purpose, hiding your true identity and
downplaying your gifts and talents.

Suggestion: Work to develop confidence and overcome obstacles that stand in the way of
your higher ambitions and purpose. Expand into new opportunities and challenge yourself.

Reading: You may be sabotaging your growth at this time by sticking with what is familiar.
Your creativity is stunted and you may be overemphasizing aspects of your personality
with which you most comfortably identify, while not allowing yourself to fully blossom.

Lessons abound as do opportunities to expand beyond your comfort zone and even
transform personally. You are on the verge of a major rebirth which will redefine your
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path and your sense of identity.

Rather than moving forward at this time, however, you are likely to be tempted to remain
stuck. Restlessness at work indicates you have outgrown your current role but are
underselling yourself to avoid the fear of change and the unknown.

For the same reason you may also be playing small in relationships.

Let the tension between where you have already been and where you could be headed be
an intuitive signal that you are destined for more than what you have already accomplished
and allow yourself to grow into your full potential.

True Node opposition Sun will transit in your 5th house from 2023/01/01 to 2023/02/06.
The meaning of True Node in house 5 is displayed above
Importance of this transit for Alice:

*****
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The outcome of a quincunx by True Node transiting on your natal Pluto is explained below.

This transit happens from 2023/04/03 to 2023/07/16.
Peak dates: from 2023/06/20 to 2023/06/30.

Favourable for: Learning your true source of power and using your authority in productive
ways that advance your mission.

Adverse for: Avoiding responsibility for your obligations, projecting insecurities onto
others, confusing power with control.

Suggestion: Heal your deeper psychological wounds so that you can learn to appreciate
your power without feeling the need to dominate others or control situations around you.

Reading: Your focus may be intense and energizing at this time yet you may be pushing to
reveal too much too soon.

You may also be jumping ahead trying to embody what you believe is your true self or
pursuing your idea of your higher purpose.
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Adjustments need to be made in order to deeply align with the rebirth process currently
under way. You haven’t unearthed all the clues just yet, but you will.

Avoid drastic action until more time has gone by or until more of the truth is apparent.

True Node quincunx Pluto will transit in your 5th house from 2023/04/03 to 2023/07/16.
The meaning of True Node in house 5 is displayed above
Importance of this transit for Alice:

*****
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The outcome of a trine by True Node transiting on your natal Ceres is explained below.

This transit happens from 2023/07/31 to 2023/11/03, and from 2023/11/07 to 2023/11/14.
Peak dates: from 2023/08/16 to 2023/08/26.

Reading: During this time it is easy for you to show your nurturing energy and become a
caretaker for others. Without even trying to, you easily show your love and compassion.

Your instincts to nurture your loved ones come across as unselfish and yet in following
these instincts you are also able to advance toward your purpose.

You may find that you are right at home in settings where you are called to nurture others
and tend to the physical and emotional needs of those around you. It may also become
clear that your self care is essential to you following your purpose.

True Node trine Ceres will transit in your 5th house from 2023/07/31 to 2023/11/03, and
from 2023/11/07 to 2023/11/14.
The meaning of True Node in house 5 is displayed above
Importance of this transit for Alice:

*****
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True Node transiting shapes a trine aspect with your natal Vesta.

This transit happens from 2023/07/20 to 2023/09/09.
Peak dates: on 2023/08/07, and from 2023/08/09 to 2023/08/13.

Reading: You may find it easy to draw on your sense of destiny and follow your path to
personal advancement by devoting yourself to your work.

Though you may be called to sacrifice some aspect of your identity or path, in doing so
you’ll easily be able to make progress during this time. You may be able to find greater
healing and serve others as a beacon for spiritual growth and advancement now.

You can find motivation and become more passionate about your calling during this time
as well. You can work through any obstacles and fears with ease now and embrace your
higher calling.

True Node trine Vesta will transit in your 5th house from 2023/07/20 to 2023/09/09.
The meaning of True Node in house 5 is displayed above
Importance of this transit for Alice:

*****
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This is what a quincunx by True Node transiting on your natal Venus hints to.

This transit happens from 2023/01/23 to 2023/03/04.
Peak dates: from 2023/02/06 to 2023/02/10.

Favourable for: Making adjustments to your relationship patterns and learning your true
value both in relationships and in your work.

Adverse for: Underestimating yourself or expecting your relationships to define you rather
than fulfilling your true mission.

Suggestion: Learn to value yourself on a higher level, break old patterns from relationships
which interfere with your purpose and focus on relationships that help you advance.

Reading: You are capable of expressing love and affection for others in a true and
unconditional sense, yet something is holding you back. You may be hesitating when it
comes to opening your heart to others.

You could learn valuable lessons in vulnerability at this time. In order to get the best
benefit from this transit, you would do well to adjust to the discomfort of accepting your
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need to collaborate, to be vulnerable, and to be receptive to the needs of others.

Although you may not want to open up to others on this level in the short term, you are
actually setting the stage for stronger relationships and more satisfying romantic and
personal life in the future.

True Node quincunx Venus will transit in your 5th house from 2023/01/23 to 2023/03/04.
The meaning of True Node in house 5 is displayed above
Importance of this transit for Alice:

*****
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True Node meets your natal True Node through a quincunx.

This transit happens from 2023/01/22 to 2023/03/04.
Peak dates: from 2023/02/05 to 2023/02/09.

Favourable for: Revisiting important lessons from the past as a bridge to the future.

Adverse for: Remaining stuck in the past, not wanting to leave your comfort zone.

Suggestion: View old lessons through a new lens, gain deeper wisdom from revisiting the
past and use this perspective as preparation for your future destiny.

Reading: Your eyes are opening to the larger picture and your place in the universe. You
are becoming aware of how your gifts align so that you can fulfill your purpose. You may
see the bigger picture but have not yet developed a strategy to cover the details.

As a result you may try to run before you can walk. You may try to accomplish too much
too soon. You may need some experience and further maturation before you are able to
fulfill your mission without going to extremes only to still miss your mark.
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Don’t overlook the significance of connections and relationships at this time. You may be
given subtle cues through the intuition of those around you. Further adjustments to your
plans will need to be made. You may end up experimenting with numerous possibilities
before distinguishing which path is the best for you.

True Node quincunx True Node will transit in your 5th house from 2023/01/22 to
2023/03/04.
The meaning of True Node in house 5 is displayed above
Importance of this transit for Alice:

*****
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The energies associated with your natal Pholus are blended by a quincunx by transiting True
Node.

This transit happens from 2023/01/19 to 2023/02/21.
Peak dates: from 2023/02/03 to 2023/02/06.

Reading: During this time you may feel like a very small fish in a large pond.

Your talents and potential are calling to you, but you may become distracted by constant
crises and fluctuation as pivotal events intimidate you rather than helping you to see your
priorities in a different way.

You can also take this time to find greater confidence within yourself because of the crises
you now face. Your instinct to rise above limitations and turn your weaknesses into
strengths will help to push you through the difficulties you encounter now.

You will be able to use this milestone as a birthing process, helping you to discover your
higher calling and purpose.

True Node quincunx Pholus will transit in your 5th house from 2023/01/19 to 2023/02/21.
The meaning of True Node in house 5 is displayed above
Importance of this transit for Alice:

*****
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Introduction to Chiron's yearly transits

Chiron’s annual transits describe where you face deep healing and intuitive awakening.
Chiron, the Asteroid embodying the archetype of the Wounded Healer, triggers issues that
are both a source of innate wounds and also great intuitive wisdom.

When Chiron transits your Natal Seventh House, it can trigger deep insecurities and old
wounds pertaining to partnerships and compromise to come to the surface. You may have
the chance to apply your special insight and intuitive wisdom to heal a partnership or help
a partner or loved one find healing from a situation with which you can relate.

Chiron transits can mark situations which rehash old wounds and can lead to deeper
understanding and intuitive wisdom but can also mark situations that challenge you to
break out of old patterns and work through past pains. How easy or difficult these
situations may be can depend on the nature of aspects with other planets.

Chiron transiting your Ninth House and making conflictual aspects to your Natal Saturn
can create a crisis of faith in which you have to revisit an old wound or trauma related to
being alienated because of ideological differences.

Though you can gain greater wisdom and integration now, you’ll have to work through
issues related to feeling limited by tradition and gaining greater confidence in yourself to
stand apart from the crowd, for example.
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Chiron's transits on Alice's natal chart for the year.
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Your natal Midheaven receives a quincunx from transiting Chiron.

This transit happens from 2023/04/12 to 2023/11/15.
Peak dates: from 2023/05/14 to 2023/05/23, and from 2023/09/24 to 2023/10/05.

Favourable for: Harnessing your unique wisdom and past wounds to help you embrace
work as an influencer or role model or healer.

Adverse for: Focusing on fame or status and losing sight of your personal needs.

Suggestion: Embrace your unique sensitivity and wisdom from past traumas, pursue career
paths that draw on your strengths as a healer and leader.

Reading: You are given opportunities to align your career path with your mission as a
healer now. Though others recognize your wisdom and experience you may feel
insufficiently prepared for the task.

This is an important time for you to make adjustments to your expectations and come to
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greater awareness and acceptance of your strengths and gifts. Your past wounds and
traumas may have left you with deeper insecurities about your ability to succeed in career
but you now have opportunity to thrive because of these past experiences. Others
appreciate your unique perspective and look to you as a guide and healer now.

Chiron quincunx Midheaven will transit in your 4th house from 2023/04/12 to 2023/05/25,
and from 2023/09/22 to 2023/11/15.

During this time you are likely to have to come to terms with past wounds involving
family, security and your sense of home. You may be triggered by unresolved losses from
the past or from unresolved issues from childhood.

Your sensitivity to others’ need for security and emotional comfort is heightened during
this time. It is also a good time to show your empathy and trust your intuition.

You may have difficulty nurturing yourself and feel disconnected from others during this
time however finding your own method of soothing your emotions will help you put past
wounds into perspective and will help you become a more nurturing caretaker for others.

You may start to appreciate the point of view of maternal figures or elders in your family
during this time as well. This is an important time to find your unique sense of security
and family. You may have to create your own feeling of home and safety or adopt others
as surrogate family.
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Chiron quincunx Midheaven will transit in your 5th house from 2023/05/26 to 2023/09/21.

This is an ideal time to work on expressing yourself through creative means in order to
heal past wounds. You may have a more optimistic attitude than usual, even when it comes
to dealing with past wounds.

This is a good time to heal wounds to your inner child and draw on your playful side to
connect with those who need your optimism and healing. You may have to face past
wounds related to childhood, difficulty with conception, or difficulty finding your
creativity. If you’ve stifled your creativity in the past or have been told that you aren’t
artistic, created or gifted, during this time you have the opportunity to find your own
unique path to reclaiming your power through these methods.
Importance of this transit for Alice:

*****
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Time for a trine aspect by Chiron transiting on your natal Lilith.

This transit happens from 2023/02/12 to 2023/04/26, and from 2023/10/26 to 2023/12/31.
Peak dates: from 2023/03/16 to 2023/03/29.

Favourable for: Intuition and wisdom that leads you to express your personal power and
freedom.

Adverse for: Expecting things to go your way without conflict.

Suggestion: Find your true authentic nature by working through past wounds on a deeper
nature. Be open to fortunate opportunities to lead others by example. Follow your ideals
even if you rock the boat by doing so.

Reading: This is a powerful time for healing and rebirth. You may feel as if you are finally
coming to accept and validate your inner strength.

Though you will be in a good position to learn from past wounds and lead or help others
heal by example, that isn’t your primary objective.
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Your first consideration is following your intuition even if doing so means rejecting the
status quo.

Chiron trine Lilith will transit in your 4th house from 2023/02/12 to 2023/04/26, and from
2023/10/26 to 2023/12/31.
The meaning of Chiron in house 4 is displayed above
Importance of this transit for Alice:

*****
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Chiron transiting shapes a quincunx aspect with your natal Mercury.

This transit happens from 2023/01/13 to 2023/04/10, and from 2023/11/19 to 2023/12/31.
Peak dates: from 2023/02/28 to 2023/03/13.

Favourable for: Adapting to new perspectives or lessons on healing.

Adverse for: Distracting yourself from bigger lessons and avoiding responsibility for
healing.

Suggestion: Expand your thinking now and allow new lessons to help you make sense of
past wounds.

Reading: This is an ideal time to make adjustments to how you think and what you believe
so that you can work through unresolved wounds from the past. You are likely to
encounter lessons involving reconsidering your thought process and bringing your message
and communication style into alignment with your mission.

You may have gone to extremes of zealous indoctrination into one ideology then another.
This is a time to settle on the middle ground and to take what is most valuable for healing
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yourself and others.

You may work through past fears and insecurities and express yourself in a more powerful
way now, seeking opportunities to teach, speak or publish your written work.

Chiron quincunx Mercury will transit in your 4th house from 2023/01/13 to 2023/04/10,
and from 2023/11/19 to 2023/12/31.
The meaning of Chiron in house 4 is displayed above
Importance of this transit for Alice:

*****
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Some of your inner attitudes will be shaped by transiting Chiron trine on your natal Eros.

This transit happens from 2023/01/01 to 2023/04/06, and from 2023/11/26 to 2023/12/31.
Peak dates: from 2023/02/23 to 2023/03/08.

Reading: During this time you may find it easier than usual to express your intense, sensual
longing for intimacy.

Your past wounds or traumas may give you a unique sensitivity to physical contact or
sexual expression. From this vantage point, you are well equipped to explore new aspects
of your fantasies and find greater pleasure in your intimate relationships with others.

Even though you may have had a challenging past trauma, you now draw on this
experience as motivation to heal yourself and others through the experience of pleasure
and intimacy.

Chiron trine Eros will transit in your 4th house from 2023/01/01 to 2023/04/06, and from
2023/11/26 to 2023/12/31.
The meaning of Chiron in house 4 is displayed above
Importance of this transit for Alice:

*****
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The effects of a square by Chiron transiting on your natal Jupiter are written below.

This transit happens from 2023/01/01 to 2023/03/28.
Peak dates: from 2023/02/16 to 2023/02/24.

Favourable for: Healing and release of past wounds as a result of challenging your own
beliefs.

Adverse for: Ignoring the power of belief to shape reality, remaining stuck in past
challenges.

Suggestion: Use the conflicts that challenge your ideology as a springboard to expand your
views and heal past wounds.

Reading: You are likely to feel constraints and tension as your desire to expand your mind
and follow your ideals are restricted by past traumas and wounds that have not been
resolved.

You are likely to feel friction as you try to expand in new directions only to have your
efforts stifled. By addressing past wounds related to lack of belonging or perceived social
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rejection, you may have the chance to test some of your high ideals and convictions.

This may not be an easy time of self-reflection as you try to align your beliefs, actions and
expectations. You may need to adjust your beliefs after harsh feedback or challenging
information shakes the foundation of some of your closest held beliefs related to past
traumas or unresolved wounds.

Chiron square Jupiter will transit in your 4th house from 2023/01/01 to 2023/03/28.
The meaning of Chiron in house 4 is displayed above
Importance of this transit for Alice:

*****
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While transiting in the sky, Chiron reaches a quincunx to your natal Sun.

This transit happens from 2023/01/01 to 2023/03/13.
Peak dates: from 2023/01/24 to 2023/01/31.

Favourable for: Coming to terms with unique strengths and gifts that are refined through
healing past wounds.

Adverse for: Sabotaging your individual strengths and blocking yourself from accepting
needed healing.

Suggestion: Don’t ignore past wounds. Patterns resurface now to try to force you to come
to terms with your unique gifts.

Reading: This is a tense time for growth for you and you may feel awkward as you
experiment with your own confidence and empowerment. You may go to extremes to take
charge and lead others, only to back peddle.

After vacillating some you will be able to find your center now and come to understand
your strength and creativity which will be a much needed beacon for yourself and others
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now.

This is a great time to recognize how you may be self-sabotaging when it comes to
potential for leadership. You can also gain new insight and perspective on your depth of
talents and creativity in spite of past criticisms and limitations.

Chiron quincunx Sun will transit in your 4th house from 2023/01/01 to 2023/03/13.
The meaning of Chiron in house 4 is displayed above
Importance of this transit for Alice:

*****
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Introduction to Lilith's yearly transits

Lilith is the Asteroid associated with the power of Divine Feminine energy as portrayed
through creativity, instinct and raw emotions. Lilith’s transits mark periods of rebellion
and in particular, of reclaiming sexual freedom and courage to be who you are.

When Lilith transits your Natal Second House, you may become more passionate about
what you value. You may also cast aside conventional markers of stability and opt for a
wild and carefree lifestyle, finding greater value in experiences than things. This may also
be a time in which your sexual interests become entwined with power, possessiveness and
materialism.

If Lilith makes a conflictual transit to your Natal Neptune, you may think you are acting in
favor of your strength, power and independence yet you may also become intoxicated with
the idea of doing things your own way, even when it is in your best interest to try to heal
your connection to others. This can be a confusing time and you may use raw displays of
independence and sexual rebellion to try to create an image of power that you don’t
authentically feel yet.

When Lilith makes a harmonious transit to your Natal Pluto, you may undergo a
significant transformation in how you view power in intimate relationships, You may
become dramatically more confident in yourself and may be emboldened to finally let go
of relationships and ideals that were restrictive and limiting.

You may become a force to be reckoned with during this time as you easily channel your
power in creative ways and can unleash your raw emotions with greater confidence.
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Lilith's transits on Alice's natal chart for the year.
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The outcome of a conjunction by Lilith transiting on your natal Mars is explained below.

This transit happens from 2023/09/25 to 2023/12/04.
Peak dates: from 2023/10/26 to 2023/11/02.

Favourable for: Inciting change because of greater confidence and embracing your
instincts.

Adverse for: Obsessively pursuing your goals, not trusting others to help support your
efforts.

Suggestion: Push for independence and follow your unique focus regardless of social
pressures. Overcome suppression and limitation so you can achieve your goals with
confidence.

Reading: This can be an intense and fiery time. You may feel instinctually moved to rebel
against those around you. Your anger and rage can be triggered easily now.
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You may be motivated to rebel against any forms of suppression and in doing so may burn
important bridges. Your repressed emotion may also be channeled into sexual encounters.
You may become fixated on revenge or rebellion as well now.

Your emotions may be intense and expressed impulsively now. This is an important time
to show your confidence and individual ambition but also to be careful to not overpower
others in pursuit of your own desires.

Lilith conjunction Mars will transit in your 9th house from 2023/09/25 to 2023/12/04.

You may rebel against ideas and theology that was a pillar of your upbringing.

Your unique ideas and intuition may also lead you to reject religious teachings or
institutions of higher education.

You may reclaim inner wisdom through following your own intuition and deeper desires.
Seeking pleasure can lead you to expand your horizons now.
Importance of this transit for Alice:

*****
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Circling the sky, Lilith and your natal Moon form a conjunction.

This transit happens from 2023/07/31 to 2023/10/10.
Peak dates: from 2023/09/01 to 2023/09/08.

Favourable for: Unleashing your deeper intuitive instincts, freedom to express your
emotions.

Adverse for: Breaking with family traditions, disruption to household and family
relationships.

Suggestion: Take advantage of the burst of independent energy to channel your deeper
emotions and instincts. Challenge traditions that don’t suit you but be careful not to burn
bridges with family unnecessarily.

Reading: Your instincts and intuition may run wild at this time. Long buried, suppressed
emotions are likely to be triggered and rather than pushing them back down, you’ll be
inclined to let them loose.

This can be a time of deep intuition and emotional healing for you. It can also be a time of
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heightened psychic and emotional sensitivity. You may feel more protective of family and
home and this territorial energy can lead you to be assertive in your dealings with others.

Old family wounds can also be brought to the surface to be released and while this may
rock the boat significantly, it can also help you set yourself free from restrictions and
limitations.

Lilith conjunction Moon will transit in your 9th house from 2023/07/31 to 2023/10/10.
The meaning of Lilith in house 9 is displayed above
Importance of this transit for Alice:

*****
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A conjunction between Lilith transiting on your natal Lilith produces the following outcomes.

This transit happens from 2023/04/18 to 2023/06/27.
Peak dates: from 2023/05/19 to 2023/05/26.

Favourable for: Becoming consciously aware of deeply buried desires, sexual freedom.

Adverse for: Going to extremes to push the boundaries of sexuality and emotional
expression.

Suggestion: You may feel empowered and confident to be yourself and push the
boundaries when it comes to sexual exploration now.

Reading: This is an intense time to pursue freedom and independence, to be true to
yourself regardless of the influences of others. You may begin to openly express your
deeper rage now.

You may seek greater independence and rebel against the status quo. You may also feel
liberated to pursue your sexual interests in a way that you couldn’t before. You are likely
to have strong creative and rebellious impulses and will succeed now because you aren’t
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concerned about what others are thinking.

You’ll be more sensitive to control and autonomy and will not tolerate anyone trying to
exercise undue influence over you during this time. You may be so eager to seek freedom
that you undermine your own foundation in favor of independence and self direction.

Lilith conjunction Lilith will transit in your 8th house from 2023/04/18 to 2023/04/22.

This can be a powerful time for dramatic transformation.

You may come to embrace your sexuality and sexual desires. During this time you may
also rebel against the status quo and reclaim your confidence and power.

Your inner desires can lead you to reject conventional wisdom or alienate others as you try
to usher in transformation in your own way.

Lilith conjunction Lilith will transit in your 9th house from 2023/04/23 to 2023/06/27.
The meaning of Lilith in house 9 is displayed above
Importance of this transit for Alice:

*****
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While transiting in the sky, Lilith reaches a square to your natal Mercury.

This transit happens from 2023/04/27 to 2023/06/01.
Peak dates: from 2023/05/13 to 2023/05/16.

Favourable for: Overcoming friction by speaking your truth.

Adverse for: Power struggles, speaking impulsively or pushing a message too far.

Suggestion: Use your raw inner passions to motivate you to speak your truth now. Don’t
back down from conflict or stifle your communication, but try not to get distracted by
power struggles.

Reading: Your desire for independence and freedom can lead you to speak impulsively.

Though you are following your intuition and speaking truth to power, you may be met
with resistance now.

You may have to struggle to get your voice heard. Though you can overcome obstacles by
challenging conformity. Be true to your inner nature now even if you have to share ideas
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that are unpopular.

Lilith square Mercury will transit in your 9th house from 2023/04/27 to 2023/06/01.
The meaning of Lilith in house 9 is displayed above
Importance of this transit for Alice:

*****
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The focus of the following interpretation is about a trine by transiting Lilith on your natal
Eros.

This transit happens from 2023/04/25 to 2023/05/30.
Peak dates: from 2023/05/11 to 2023/05/14.

Reading: During this time you may find it easy to express your sexual desires and needs,
even if doing so breaks with convention.

You are now realizing you don’t need the authority of someone else or an institution to
give you permission to explore pleasure and sexuality. You may become more free and
independent as you explore what brings you pleasure and satisfaction.

You may also insist on having your own way and refuse to conform to anyone else’s
standards of tradition and normality now. This is an excellent time to draw on your deeper
urges and darker emotional longings and to channel these desires through sexual
exploration and experimentation.

Lilith trine Eros will transit in your 9th house from 2023/04/25 to 2023/05/30.
The meaning of Lilith in house 9 is displayed above
Importance of this transit for Alice:

*****
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Lilith transiting opposition on your natal Uranus is going to trigger something in yourself and
in your life.

This transit happens from 2023/01/01 to 2023/02/12.
Peak dates: from 2023/01/15 to 2023/01/19.

Favourable for: Deciding between your subconscious desire for freedom and individuality
and your desire to bring dramatic change into your life.

Adverse for: Resisting needed changes in spite of an instinctive pull toward innovation.

Suggestion: Draw on the intensity of your deeper, subconscious desire for freedom to
break with tradition. Make long overdue changes by following your deeper instincts now

Reading: This can be an explosive and unpredictable time when your inner Shadow comes
out raging.

You may feel compelled to break with tradition in dramatic ways and may burn bridges in
the process. You may go from euphoria to rage and try to break through past limitations,
but at the same time sabotage yourself or undermine your own desires.
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During this time, you will be inclined to express your individuality in ways that reveal
untapped anger and edginess. You may feel the need to launch out on your own or your
dramatic and impulsive outbursts can give you a false sense of freedom when in fact you
are simply pushing away others who could be helpful.

Lilith opposition Uranus will transit in your 8th house from 2023/01/01 to 2023/02/12.
The meaning of Lilith in house 8 is displayed above
Importance of this transit for Alice:

*****
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The effects of a square by Lilith transiting on your natal Sun are written below.

This transit happens from 2023/04/13 to 2023/05/17.
Peak dates: from 2023/04/29 to 2023/05/02.

Favourable for: Working through friction and conflict to reclaim your power and
confidence.

Adverse for: Flaunting your individual desires and harming your reputation.

Suggestion: Don’t back down from asserting what you need and expressing your
individuality. Instead, try to use raw emotion as motivation to work through conflicts that
feel stifling.

Reading: Your desire for free expression of your creative instincts and sexuality is
strengthened now.

You may need to express yourself in dramatic, intense and emotional ways in order to feel
your emotions and deeper desires are being validated.
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Even if you go through situations that seem oppressive and frustrating, it is actually going
to be to your benefit as in the long run, you will be able to reclaim your power and find
greater confidence in yourself regardless of public opinion.

Lilith square Sun will transit in your 8th house from 2023/04/13 to 2023/04/22.
The meaning of Lilith in house 8 is displayed above

Lilith square Sun will transit in your 9th house from 2023/04/23 to 2023/05/17.
The meaning of Lilith in house 9 is displayed above
Importance of this transit for Alice:

*****
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Lilith meets your natal Jupiter through a quincunx.

This transit happens from 2023/04/21 to 2023/05/25.
Peak dates: from 2023/05/07 to 2023/05/10.

Favourable for: Expanding your unique vision and sense of confidence so you can
overcome limitations.

Adverse for: Expressing your outrage to a broad audience but not addressing the
underlying issues.

Suggestion: Trust your inner instincts and intuition to see you through conflicts. Find the
right blend of rebellion and idealism and align your values and your purpose.

Reading: This is an intense time to break away from restrictions and challenge dogma that
never really resonated with you.

You may find greater power and influence by learning to challenge the status quo and
maintaining self confidence.
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Lilith quincunx Jupiter will transit in your 8th house from 2023/04/21 to 2023/04/22.
The meaning of Lilith in house 8 is displayed above

Lilith quincunx Jupiter will transit in your 9th house from 2023/04/23 to 2023/05/25.
The meaning of Lilith in house 9 is displayed above
Importance of this transit for Alice:

*****
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By creating a quincunx with your natal Juno, Lilith suggests some changes.

This transit happens from 2023/11/10 to 2023/12/15.
Peak dates: from 2023/11/26 to 2023/11/29.

Reading: During this time you may feel like a partnership or important commitment is
under duress because of your deep desire to break free from any kind of restriction or
confinement.

You may want to conform to the needs of your partner but don’t know how or you may not
be able to resist following the call of your intuition.

If you step back and take the time to work through your past patterns of insecurities and
jealousies, you may be able to find greater connection and commitment to a partner who
appreciates your creative side.

You can now work to find ways to express your powerful, previously suppressed emotions
without undermining your commitment to a partner.

Lilith quincunx Juno will transit in your 9th house from 2023/11/10 to 2023/12/15.
The meaning of Lilith in house 9 is displayed above
Importance of this transit for Alice:

*****
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The energies associated with your natal Pallas are blended by a square by transiting Lilith.

This transit happens from 2023/10/17 to 2023/11/20.
Peak dates: from 2023/11/02 to 2023/11/05.

Reading: During this time you can easily become frustrated when you try to promote your
passions and vision for social justice.

You may have a great strategy and strong willpower to move your agenda forward, yet you
have to convince others to buy into your vision. You may feel it would be easy to just do
everything yourself, yet striking out on your own undermines your support and can cost
you success in the long run.

It may be best instead to work on harmonizing your desire for freedom and independence
with your desire to fulfill your mission and bring your vision out into the open. Though it
may be frustrating, you’re better off working with collaborators than butting heads with
those who could be your allies.

Lilith square Pallas will transit in your 9th house from 2023/10/17 to 2023/11/20.
The meaning of Lilith in house 9 is displayed above
Importance of this transit for Alice:

*****
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Lilith meets your natal Ascendant through a square.

This transit happens from 2023/10/12 to 2023/11/16.
Peak dates: from 2023/10/28 to 2023/10/31.

Favourable for: Motivation to release repressed emotion and become more self-aware.

Adverse for: Resistance to your intuition or instincts, frustration or pressure to conform.

Suggestion: Follow your intuition even if it feels uncomfortable to assert yourself now.
Work through your frustrations and don’t compromise on your true nature.

Reading: Your intense, passionate, sexual nature creates friction as you may still try to
restrain your true nature and keep your appearance in conformity with social norms.

You may have to struggle to find acceptance and validation because you will not hide who
you are now.

Lilith square Ascendant will transit in your 9th house from 2023/10/12 to 2023/11/16.
The meaning of Lilith in house 9 is displayed above
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Importance of this transit for Alice:

*****
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Some of your inner attitudes will be shaped by transiting Lilith square on your natal Pluto.

This transit happens from 2023/10/06 to 2023/11/10.
Peak dates: from 2023/10/22 to 2023/10/25.

Favourable for: Motivation to finally release past baggage and asserting yourself.

Adverse for: Power struggles, friction and obsession with success.

Suggestion: Take this opportunity to become clear about who you are and what you really
want. Don’t fight against loss and change,but try to use the experience to assert yourself
authentically.

Reading: Your independent, freedom loving nature are met with friction now because of
issues with authority figures.

If you are resisting transformation or holding on to what you need to release, you’ll also
feel friction now. Your deep desire for freedom and to explore pleasure may distract you
from your personal growth and development now.
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Lilith square Pluto will transit in your 9th house from 2023/10/06 to 2023/11/10.
The meaning of Lilith in house 9 is displayed above
Importance of this transit for Alice:

*****
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Lilith transiting quincunx on your natal Saturn is going to trigger something in yourself and
in your life.

This transit happens from 2023/09/28 to 2023/11/02.
Peak dates: from 2023/10/14 to 2023/10/17.

Favourable for: Developing a deeper, powerful understanding of your potential success.

Adverse for: Avoiding conflicts but in doing so repressing your true inner nature.

Suggestion: Push back on oppressive traditions and learn to embrace your unique power
and create a new sense of stability and career plan.

Reading: This is an important time to learn to develop inner security even if you have to
rebel against the status quo.

You may also be called to redefine success and let go of traditional trappings of security in
order to find your deeper ambitions and identity.

Lilith quincunx Saturn will transit in your 9th house from 2023/09/28 to 2023/11/02.
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The meaning of Lilith in house 9 is displayed above
Importance of this transit for Alice:

*****
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Lilith transiting shapes a quincunx with your natal Uranus.

This transit happens from 2023/09/24 to 2023/10/29.
Peak dates: from 2023/10/10 to 2023/10/13.

Favourable for: Making adjustments to your vision and expectations so you can make
needed changes.

Adverse for: Dramatic and impusive actions, pleasure seeking without commitment.

Suggestion: Trust your intuition and clear away repressed emotions that block your vision.
Embrace your power and creativity. Lean on your rebellious side to help you reinvent
yourself.

Reading: This is a difficult time to express your true inner nature and follow your unique
path. You may have to overcome obstacles in order to feel confident with your true nature.

You may erratically express your eccentric side and learn to fully embrace your power
rather than hiding your unique quirky side now.
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Lilith quincunx Uranus will transit in your 9th house from 2023/09/24 to 2023/10/29.
The meaning of Lilith in house 9 is displayed above
Importance of this transit for Alice:

*****
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The outcome of a trine by Lilith transiting on your natal Vesta is explained below.

This transit happens from 2023/08/27 to 2023/09/30.
Peak dates: from 2023/09/12 to 2023/09/15.

Reading: You can easily channel your deeper desires and rebellious energies to succeed in
your spiritual mission now.

Your work may bring you into close alignment with your higher spiritual ideals. You can
draw on your creative, rebellious side to find motivation for success in your work or
higher calling.

Even anger can fuel your motivation, resulting in positive steps forward as you serve
others as a role model and leader, helping others discover their raw inner power. You may
also help others recognize the link between sexuality and spirituality now as well.

Lilith trine Vesta will transit in your 9th house from 2023/08/27 to 2023/09/30.
The meaning of Lilith in house 9 is displayed above
Importance of this transit for Alice:

*****
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Circling the sky, Lilith and your natal Ceres form a trine.

This transit happens from 2023/08/18 to 2023/09/22.
Peak dates: from 2023/09/03 to 2023/09/06.

Reading: You easily show your compassion and nurturing for others by being true to your
edgy, independent nature.

Your open acceptance of others, especially of their creativity and sexuality, can come
across as empowering. This is a powerful time to express your true ambition and courage.
Doing so can help to validate the emotions of those around you.

You may also feel that the best possible way to care for yourself is to be true to your
sexual and independent nature and to do what is best for you during this time.

Lilith trine Ceres will transit in your 9th house from 2023/08/18 to 2023/09/22.
The meaning of Lilith in house 9 is displayed above
Importance of this transit for Alice:

*****
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Lilith meets your natal Neptune through a quincunx.

This transit happens from 2023/08/04 to 2023/09/08.
Peak dates: from 2023/08/20 to 2023/08/23.

Favourable for: Embracing your unique, wild, rebellious nature and expanding your
spiritual beliefs.

Adverse for: Avoiding deeper lessons by seeking distraction through sexuality or
hedonism.

Suggestion: Explore your individuality and raw unhealed emotions through a mystical and
spiritual lens now. Find your sense of power and assertiveness through your higher ideals
and spirituality.

Reading: You may have to overcome confusion and illusions in order to allow your true
inner self to emerge.

Your desire to express your powerful sexual and creative energy may be stifled at first but
you are being tested now.
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You will be able to learn to trust your true instincts and find ways to overcome repression
and explore your spirituality.

Lilith quincunx Neptune will transit in your 9th house from 2023/08/04 to 2023/09/08.
The meaning of Lilith in house 9 is displayed above
Importance of this transit for Alice:

*****
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Circling the sky, Lilith and your natal Chiron form a sextile.

This transit happens from 2023/07/20 to 2023/08/24.
Peak dates: from 2023/08/05 to 2023/08/08.

Favourable for: Embracing your power and creativity, healing repressed wounds.

Adverse for: Paranoia and power struggles because of unhealed past wounds.

Suggestion: Follow your deeper intuition and use your unique personal path to role model
healing and personal freedom for others.

Reading: Your deep, intuitive and freedom loving nature easily helps you overcome past
wounds now.

By following your unique path and trusting your intuition, you’ll be able to influence
others as a healer and leader now.

Lilith sextile Chiron will transit in your 9th house from 2023/07/20 to 2023/08/24.
The meaning of Lilith in house 9 is displayed above
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Importance of this transit for Alice:
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Lilith transiting sextile on your natal Pholus is going to trigger something in yourself and in
your life.

This transit happens from 2023/03/04 to 2023/04/07.
Peak dates: from 2023/03/20 to 2023/03/23.

Reading: During this time you may find it easy to express your deep, inner urges and
creative instincts.

A crisis or major life turning point may further embolden you and you can easily live up
to your true potential by channeling your raw emotion and deep inner rage now. Rather
than working against you, your rebellious instincts can perfectly serve you during this
time.

Your energy and motivation are driven by your deeper desire for freedom now and pivotal
changes can unleash the right opportunity for you to make your voice heard and follow
your path.

Lilith sextile Pholus will transit in your 8th house from 2023/03/04 to 2023/04/07.
The meaning of Lilith in house 8 is displayed above
Importance of this transit for Alice:

*****
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The effects of a trine by Lilith transiting on your natal Pallas are written below.

This transit happens from 2023/01/22 to 2023/02/25.
Peak dates: from 2023/02/06 to 2023/02/09.

Reading: You can easily find a way to promote your mission and strategies by trusting your
independent instincts.

Your rebellious and creative nature is fully engaged now but this works to your advantage.
It’s to your benefit that you can see the bigger picture and aren’t influenced by the crowd.

Your independent and rebellious nature can lead you to successfully pursue your
ambitions. You can follow your goals to the end by finding ways to push back against the
status quo while also gathering support for your vision rather than alienating others now.

Lilith trine Pallas will transit in your 8th house from 2023/01/22 to 2023/02/25.
The meaning of Lilith in house 8 is displayed above
Importance of this transit for Alice:

*****
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Your natal Juno receives a trine from transiting Lilith.

This transit happens from 2023/02/15 to 2023/03/21.
Peak dates: from 2023/03/03 to 2023/03/06.

Reading: Your independence and inner power is on display during this time.

Your sexual nature and rebellious side add to your attraction power and you easily find a
deeper commitment from a partner who is able to appreciate your free-spirit and even
your dark side.

You may break through barriers by breaking with tradition and insisting on doing things
your way now, but this works to your advantage as your partner is all too willing to follow
your lead and encourage you now.

Lilith trine Juno will transit in your 8th house from 2023/02/15 to 2023/03/21.
The meaning of Lilith in house 8 is displayed above
Importance of this transit for Alice:

*****
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While moving in its orbit, Lilith creates a sextile to your natal Venus.

This transit happens from 2023/02/27 to 2023/04/02.
Peak dates: from 2023/03/14 to 2023/03/17.

Favourable for: Finding your value by trusting your true inner power, exploring sexuality
without limits, attracting others with your wild and rebellious nature.

Adverse for: Becoming too detached from others, seeking pleasure and hedonism without
concern for the consequences.

Suggestion: Enjoy life’s pleasures today and make a point to trust your attraction and
independence. Set the boundaries you need to have love and intimacy on your own terms
but try to not alienate others by being too detached.

Reading: Your wild, sexual, powerful nature is easily expressed through flirtations, affairs
and romantic relationships now.

You may feel compelled to assert your desire for independence and freedom now. This
can be a powerful time for sexual exploration and attracting love by being true to your
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authentic nature.

Your sense of beauty may now follow a more rebellious and unconventional aesthetic.

Lilith sextile Venus will transit in your 8th house from 2023/02/27 to 2023/04/02.
The meaning of Lilith in house 8 is displayed above
Importance of this transit for Alice:

*****
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Lilith transiting shapes a trine with your natal Saturn.

This transit happens from 2023/01/03 to 2023/02/07.
Peak dates: from 2023/01/19 to 2023/01/22.

Favourable for: Being true to yourself and easily acquiring wealth and status because of it.

Adverse for: Stubbornly insisting on getting your way, impatiently pursuing your
ambitions.

Suggestion: Rebel against the status quo and start new traditions that honor your unique
vision and goals. Pursue your career and financial ambitions and put all your power behind
your plans for success.

Reading: Your wild independent nature can easily be expressed during this time. Even if
you break with tradition, you easily rebuild a secure foundation that works for you.

You may be drawn to follow traditions that defy conventional wisdom and may also be
sexually attracted to older people now.
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Lilith trine Saturn will transit in your 8th house from 2023/01/03 to 2023/02/07.
The meaning of Lilith in house 8 is displayed above
Importance of this transit for Alice:

*****
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This is what a trine by Lilith transiting on your natal Pluto hints to.

This transit happens from 2023/01/11 to 2023/02/15.
Peak dates: from 2023/01/27 to 2023/01/30.

Favourable for: Powerful advancement and elevation as a result of your refusal to
compromise your true integrity.

Adverse for: Dominance over others, rebellion without focus.

Suggestion: Rise to accept your power and authority. Follow your unique vision and assert
your desires and needs. Embrace transformation even if it means letting go of
expectations.

Reading: Your inner desire to express your independent, freedom loving and wild side
easily contributes to your ability to usher in dramatic transformation now.

You may feel like you’re going through an initiation that helps to reveal who you really are
when you’ve released all the programming and indoctrination that limited your views
toward sexuality and power in the first place.
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Lilith trine Pluto will transit in your 8th house from 2023/01/11 to 2023/02/15.
The meaning of Lilith in house 8 is displayed above
Importance of this transit for Alice:

*****
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Lilith meets your natal Ascendant through a trine.

This transit happens from 2023/01/17 to 2023/02/21.
Peak dates: from 2023/02/02 to 2023/02/05.

Favourable for: Easily expressing your sexuality and rebellious inner nature, success as a
result of authenticity.

Adverse for: Overestimating your strength, assuming others will embrace your wild
instincts.

Suggestion: Take advantage of the easy transparency that helps you express your deeper
desire, passions and instincts. Seek freedom and follow your own rules now.

Reading: Your rebellious side will easily show through now. You may feel the deep desire
to express your sexual, passionate edgy inner nature now.

Rather than being alienated, your dramatic change in appearance will be welcomed as it is
a reflection of your true self.
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Lilith trine Ascendant will transit in your 8th house from 2023/01/17 to 2023/02/21.
The meaning of Lilith in house 8 is displayed above
Importance of this transit for Alice:

*****
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A sextile between Lilith transiting on your natal True Node produces the following outcomes.

This transit happens from 2023/02/27 to 2023/04/03.
Peak dates: from 2023/03/15 to 2023/03/18.

Favourable for: Finding your inner strengths and pursuing your purpose without fear.

Adverse for: Freely expressing your rebellious nature and taking opportunities for granted.

Suggestion: Follow your unique instincts and vision now and be open to moving beyond
your comfort zone by rejecting the status quo.

Reading: Your deep desire for freedom and raw emotions can help lead you in the
direction you need to go in order to fulfill your destiny.

Even if others don’t understand your urges and interests, you are being intuitively led.
Follow your instincts even if you need to rebel against the status quo.

Lilith sextile True Node will transit in your 8th house from 2023/02/27 to 2023/04/03.
The meaning of Lilith in house 8 is displayed above
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Importance of this transit for Alice:

*****
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